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Foreword 

A hundredyears ago, Sederholm (1891)* introduced the Finnish rock name rapakivi 

to international geological literature in his pioneering paper on the rapakivi granites of 

southem FinZand. Since then, southem FinZand has been regarded as the type area of 

rapakivi granites. Prompted by their conspicuous lithologies and unique status in 

Proterozoic crustal evolution, rapakivi granites have recently been the subject of active 

geological research, especially in Fennoscandia, North America, and GreenZand. In as 

much as rapakivi granites are now known to exist on all continents and as the petrogenesis 

of these rocks still is more than controversia~ world-wide cooperation will be most 

valuable in conducting further studies. 

In order to provide a framework to promote such international cooperation and, in 

particuZar, the participation of scientists from the developing countries where a Zarge 

number of poorly-known rapakivi granite complexes occur, a proposal for a new IGCP 

Project on rapakivi granites was submitted in Zate 1990. In February 1991, the proposal 

was approved by the IGCP Board in Paris. 

The symposium on Rapakivi Granites and ReZated Rocks to be held in July 29 - 31, 

1991, in Helsinki, FinZand is thefirst meeting ofthe new IGCP Project 315 (Con-eZation of 

Rapakivi Granites and ReZated Rocks on aGlobai Scale). At the time of the printing of 

this volume there are 65 delegates attending from 14 countries. This compilation includes 

most of the abstracts that were submitted to the meeting; in total, 53 papers by 85 authors. 

While reviewing the contributions it tumed out that a substantial number of the submitted 

abstracts had to be retyped. This was kindly done by Pekka Salonsaari and Jaana LintaZa. 

Professor Kauko KorpeZa, acting Director of the Geological Survey of FinZand, gave 

permission to publish this volume in the Guide series of the Geological Survey, which is 

gratefully acknowledged. 

With great pleasure, we welcome you to Helsinki and to the inaugural meeting of the 

rapakivi granite IGCP Project. We are particuZarly pleased to be able to an-ange this 

meeting in FinZand. We thank you for your response and hope that your visit to Helsinki 

will be rewarding. 

Ilmari HaapaZa 0. Tapani Rämö 

*Sederholm, J. J., 1891. Ueber die fmnländischen Rapakiwigesteine. Tschermak's Mineralogische 
und Petrographische Mittheilungen, 12, 1 - 31. 
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GEOLOGICAL AND GEOCHEMICAL CONTROL OF Sn-Pb-Zn-Be-GREISEN 
BEARING GRANITOIDS IN THE DALA REGION, CENTRAL SWEDEN 

AHL, MARTIN, Department of geology and geochemistry, Stockholm University, 
S-106 91 Stockholm, Sweden 

A number of late- to post-Svecofennian (1.8-1.5 Ga) granitic plutons occur in central 
Sweden. Most of them have ages around 1.8 Ga and show chemical trends comparable 
with S- or I-type granites. There are, however, some granitoid systems, which at least in 
part display petrological and metallogenetic characteristics comparable with the Finnish 
""'1.7-1.6 Ga Rapakivi granites. In this paper, preliminary results will be presented for one 
of the most important systems in this respect (the Dala granitoid complex, central 
Sweden). 

The Dala granitoids constitute a heterogeneous plutonic complex, of which several 
granitoid types can be distinguished based on petrology, geochemistry and textures. The 
Siljan, Garberg and Järna granitoids are the most common types and occasional rapakivi 
textures have been reported in the former two granite types. The Siljan granite is 
peraluminous, has an alkaline affinity and shows high ratios of K!Na, Fe/Mg, high 
contents of Si02, Be, Nb, Sn, REE (except Eu) and low contents of Ba, P and Sr 
indicating an A-type affinity. In contrast, the Järna granitoid exhibits a more calc-alkaline 
affinity and displays other major, trace and RE element characteristics corresponding to 
those of I-type granitoids. Furthermore, the scarcity of associated pegmatites indicates 
anhydrous magmas for all Dala granitoids. Although only few reliable age determinations 
are yet available, a significant age difference may exist between the Järna and Siljan 
granitoids, the Järna granitoid has an age of "'" 1.78 Ga (Äberg & Bollmark, 1985) and 
may thus be compared with other "",1.8 Ga I-type granitoids in central Sweden (e.g. the 
Värmland granitoids) whereas the Siljan granite is apparantly younger ("'" 1.70 Ga; 
Lee et al., 1988). In addition, extensive volumes of a vo1canic complex (the Dala 
porphyries) are c10sely connected with the evolved (Siljan and Garberg) granite types. 
Sn-Pb-Zn-Be-bearing greisen veins are frequent in the Siljan granite but are never found 
in the Järna granitoids. 

In conc1usion, available petrologieal, geochemieal, metallogenetic and isotopic data 
indicate that two subgroups of Dala granitoids may be distinguished. The evolved 
subgroup (Siljan and Garberg granites) show several similarities with the greisen-bearing 
rapakivi granites in Finland. There are however some features which differ: rapakivi 
textures are relatively rare and anorthosites are not known in the Siljan and Garberg 
granites. Further investigations are needed to distinguish these evolved granites from 
highly fractionated felsic granites. 

Ref~ces 

Aberg, G. and Bollmark, B., 1985. Retention of V and Pb in zircons from shocked granite in the Siljan 
impact structure, Sweden. Earth Planet. Sci. Lett. 74, 347-349. 

Lee, J.K.W., Onstatt, T.C. and Henne, R., 1988. 40 Arj39 Ar laser microprobe and V-Pb geochronology of 
Siljan ring sampIes. Abstr. with progr., Geol. Soc. America, A24. 
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THE AGE OF ORES IN THE PITKÄRANTA REGION AND THEIR RELATION TO 
THE RAPAKIVI GRANITES OF THE SALMI BATHOLITH, SOVIET KARELlA 

AMELIN, JURII V. ; LARIN, ANATOLII M.; and NEYMARK, LEONID A., Institute 
of Precambrian Geology and Geochronology, VSSR Academy of Sciences, Leningrad 
199034, VSSR 

The Pitkäranta ore region comprises scarn Sn - Be - base metal deposits located in 
the southeastern part of the Baltic shield within the margin of the early Proterozoic 
Svecokarelian fold area at the boundary with the Fennoscandian Archean craton. The 
deposits are spatially associated with rapakivi granites of the 1.54 Ga old Salmi batholith 
(Neymark et al. , this issue). 

The deposits are associated with carbonate beds of the Pitkäranta suite (PR 1) framing 
granite-gneiss domes , and are found in the western margin of the Salmi batholith where its 
late intrusive phases are abundant. There are two stages of ore formation in the Pitkäranta 
ore region: (1) scarn (magnesian and calcic scarns with Fe - Zn and Sn mineralisation) 
and (2) post-scarn (aposcarn greisens and propylites with Sn - rare metal and Sn - base 
metal mineralisation) . 

Sm-Nd mineral isochron on the calcic scarn (two garnets, elinoenstatite, diopside, 
and whole rock) yields 1546±28 (2cr) Ma and ENd=-1O.6. This age is elose to the V-Pb 
zircon age of the major rapakivi granite phases. The granite gneis ses have an ENd value of 
-12.8 while that for the rapakivi granites ranges from -6.8 to -7.5. Sm-Nd mineral 
isochron (fluorite, plagioelase, muscovite, topaz, lithium siderophyllite, and whole rock) 
for aposcarn greisen yields 1491±25 Ma and ENd=-7.4. This age is elose to the Rb-Sr 
mineral isochron (biotite, plagioelase, apatite, hornblende, and whole rock) age of 
1455 ± 17 Ma obtained for the major phase of rapakivi granites. So, the ore-bearing scarns 
were roughly coeval with crystallization of the early rapakivi granite phases. The aposcarn 
metasomatites are not synchronous with the major intrusive phases of the Salmi batholith 
but are most related to late postmagmatic processes. 

The ENd values suggest that the stage 1 metasomatic processes involved incorporation 
of material from the granite-gneis ses , while the stage 2 metasomatites were mainly 
associated with the late differentiates of rapakivi magma. 

The Nd-isotope data are in good agreement with Pb isotopic compositions of 
Pitkäranta ore galenas and feldspars of Salmi rapakivi granites which all show lower 
crustallow V/Pb and high Th/V source-region features. 
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COMPOSmONS AND TEXTURES OF FELDSPARS IN MINGLED QUARTZ
FELDSPAR PORPHYRY AND DOLERmC MAGMAS OF 1HE HAMMARUDDA 
COMPLEX, ALAND RAPAKNI BATHOLITH, SW FINLAND. 

ANDERSSON, ULF B., Department ofGeology, Uppsala University, Box 555, S-751 22 
Uppsala, Sweden, and EKLUND, OLA V, Department of Geology and Mineralogy, Abo 
Akademi University, Domkyrkotorget 1, SF-20500 Abo, Finland. 

The composition and texture of feldspars and especially plagioclase is a sensitive indicator 
of the evolution in igneous systems, and might thus be an important clue to unravel the type 
ofpetrogenteic process responsible for rock formation. The present study deals with 
compositions and textures ofplagioclase, K-feldspar and associated minerals in the 
subvolcanic Hammarudda complex on SW Aland, SW Finland. This complex forms a minor 
part of the large Rapakivi granite batholith of Aland. It consists of an elongated body (7x 1.5 
km) of quartz-feldspar porphyry, which has mingled with a coeval magma of dolerite 
(monzodiorite). The dolerite magma has formed mafic droplets, chilled in the much cooler 
porphyry magma upon mingling. These mafic microgranular enclaves have sizes from less 
than one cm to several meters, where the smallest are most fine-grained. They contain 
abundant sperulitic textures and other signs of quenching. Amoeboidal forms are common, 
especially of the cm-sized enclaves. 

The enclaves often contain a large amount of megacrysts, most of which are xenocrysts 
incorporated from the highly crystalline porphyry, e.g. large K-feldspars, plagioclases and 
quartz, but also large tabular plagioclases, which crystallized in a mafic magma chamber 
before emplacement, occur. These tabular plagioclases, which are unzoned labradorites (An 55-

60>, can dominate small enclaves but are also found as xenocrysts in the porphyry, overgrown 

with zoned andesine, An48-26. Large, skeletal plagioclase phenocrysts, with coarse dendritic 

cores, are a conspicous feature ofthe porphyry. They have a uniform composition of An 33 

and are thought to grow as a result of rapid heat loss associated with the subvolcanic 
emplacement ofthe porphyry. They also occur as xenocrysts in the enclaves, overgrown with 
a finely dendritic plagioclase mantle. This mantle contains mafic matrix, which shows it to 
be grown in the mafic magma. A result of nucleation on the cooler crystals from the 
porphyry and rapid growth in a quenching environment. Microdendritic overgrowths also 
occur on K-feldspar xenocrysts in the enclaves and consists of a fine network of two distinct 
plagioclase phases with different compositions, An 30-33 and An49_50. The outermost parts of 

the microdendritic overgrowths is almost noncellular and dominated by the Ca-rich 
compositions. Individual grains solely composed ofthis microdendritic network is also found . 
This network may be the result of nucleation of a mafic plagioclase onto dissolved 
xenocrystic acid plagioclase material that is not stable in the doleritic magma, but also 
crystallizes in the network upon cooling. K-feldspar phenocrysts are often coated with a 
synneusis plagioclase mantle in the porphyry (An 33)' Matrix plagioclase in the porphyry and 

mafic enclaves have compositions of An 30-32 and An43-50 respectively. The K-feldspars of 

both the porphyry and the enclaves have high contents of BaO (0,5-2,0%), with rapidly 
changing composition over very short distances (oscillary zoning), indicating magmatic 
growth in both cases. In the porphyry rounded phenocrysts of quartz with deep embayments 
occur. These are also frequently observed as xenocrysts within the enclaves where they 
typically are mantled with amphibole of different thickness (ocelli), suggesting areaction 
between melted SiO 2 and the mafic melt. 

Altogether there is abundant textural and compositional evidence for mingling of two 
phenocrystic magmas with contemporaneous exchange of crystals followed by rapid chilling 
which has preserved the textures. 
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PETROGENESIS OF RAPAKIVI GRANITES AND RELA TED ROCKS 

BEL Y AEV, A. M., Department of Geology, University of Leningrad, University 
Embankment 7/9, 199034, Leningrad, USSR 

On the basis of recent geological, geochemical and isotopic data the author suggests 
the following model for the origin of the rapakivi granites and related rocks of the Salmi, 
Wiborg, and Berdiaush (UraI) massifs. 

Gabbronorites and anorthosites represent an older complex which was formed long 
before granites. Afterwards they were granitized under influence of reducing hot fluids 
along deep fracture zones. Anhedral and ocellar quartz was formed, plagioclase was 
replaced by potassium feldspar , and pyroxene by amphibole and biotite. Concentrations of 
Si, K, Rb, Sn, F, and REE (excluding Eu) increased, Ca, Mg, and Fe decreased, and Fe 
was reduced to Fe2+. Such elements as Ca, Mg, and Fe were mobilized in the process of 
granitization and, together with Sn, Zn, and Cu, they contributed to the formation of the 
early metasomatic ore bodies. 

The increase of temperature in the granitized zones was accompanied by generation 
of anchieutectic or anchicotectic granitic and quartz-syenitic magmas containing hard 
blocks of metasomatically transformed gabbros and unmelted xenocrysts of ocellar quartz, 
potassium feldspar , plagioclase, amphibole and biotite. Formation of plagioclase mantles 
around potassium feldspar megacrysts started when supply of potassium from deeper 
zones stopped. Intrusion of granitic magma into the upper parts of the Earth I S crust (along 
old, activated fracture zones) resulted in association of the granite bodies with earlier 
hypabyssal gabbro intrusions and ore deposits. Crystallization of granite was followed by 
formation of secondary ore deposits (skarns, greisens, cassiterite-sulphide veins) in the 
host rocks. 

During subsequent partial melting of brecciated and feldspathized unsaturated gabbros 
in deeper zones under the influence of high temperature mantle-generated fluids alkaline 
and nepheline syenite magmas were generated. Basic magmas were melted in the still 
deeper parts of fracture zones. Alkaline and nepheline syenite bodies and lamprophyre 
dikes were formed by intrusion of these magmas into earlier granites and basic rocks. 
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THE RAPAKM GRANITES OF THE SOUTH - SOUTHWESTERN SECTOR OF THE 
GUAPORE SHIELD (WESTERN MARGIN OF THE AMAZONIAN CRATON) , 
BRAZIL 

BETTENCOURT, J.S., Instituto de Geociencias - USP, Caixa Postal 20.899, 01498, Säo 
Paulo, SP, Brazil; LEITE, W.B. and PAYOLLA, B.L., Instituto de Geociencias -
UNESP, Caixa Postal 178, 13.500, Rio Claro, SP, Brazil; and DALL'AGNOL, R., 
Centro de Geociencias - UFPA, Caixa Postal1611, 6.600, Bel6m, Pari, Brazil 

The Mid-Proterozoic rapakivi granites and their penecontemporaneous basic 
representatives (gabbros, anorthosites, mangerites, and tholeiitic mafic dykes) extend E-W 
across the south-southwestern sector of the Guapor6 Shield for almost 1300 km. Their 
emplacement has occurred in the time interval between 1,65 to 1.18 Ga. 

The major complexes, seldom bimodal in character, were assembled into different 
suites such as the "Teles Pires Suite" (1.65 to 1.6 Ga), the "Serra da Providencia Suite" 
(1.4 to 1.2 Ga), and the "Younger Rapakivi and Rapakivi-Like Granites" (1.27 to 1.18 
Ga). The first chronogroup is confmed to both "Central Amazonian Province" (> 2.1 Ga) 
and Juruena Province (1.75 to 1.5 Ga) and the others are restricted to the "Juruena 
Province (1.75 to 1.5 Ga) and Rondonian Province" (1.45 to 1.25 Ga). 

The rapakivi granites and associated rock suites are generally 0.15 to 0.35 Ga 
younger than the surrounding polymetamorphic crust. The plutons are clearly linked to an 
extensional continental tectonic regime and their emplacement and position were largely 
controlled by domal uplifts and deep lineaments at the flanks or near graben structures. 

The normal rapakivi are predominantly metaluminous to slightly peraluminous, 
ilmenite-type or magnetite-type granites, whereas the latest phases are also metaluminous 
(sometimes peraluminous or peralkaline). The rocks are mostly subalkaline and exhibit 
typical characteristics of A-type granites. From the scarce geochemical data high Si02, 

K/Na, FelMg, F, Rb, Zr, Nb, and Y and low A120 3, MgO, and CaO are typical features 
observed. 

The rapakivi granites "sensu stricto" of the S. Louren~/Caripunas Region have high 
REE contents, show a LREE enriched REE pattern and a moderate Eu anomaly. The 
latest intrusive phases show strongly fractionated REE pattern with deep negative Eu 
anomalies. Occasionally they are also enriched in HREE which might be related to 
late/post-magmatic processes (alteration and mineralization). 

Primary and secondary mineralizations of Sn, Nb, Ta, and Au, associated to the 
"Teles Pires Suite", have been reported, although the distriet has turned out to be a gold 
producer with subordinate tin. In the Rondonian Tin Province the Sn, W, Be, F, and 
topaz mineralizations show a close spatial relationship with the latest intrusive phases of 
the rapakivi granites. 
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ON THE GEOCHEMISTRY OF FINE-GRAINED ALBITIZED GRANITES OF THE 
SALMI BATHOLITH (KARELlA) 

BEUS, A.A., Institute ofthe Lithosphere, USSR Academy of Sciences, Moscow, 109180, 
USSR 

The Salmi rapakivi granite batholith is composed of a large differentiated magmatic 
body. It consists of three main varieties of Proterozoic (1550-1500 Ma) granitoids: (1) 
quartz monzonite; (2) hornblende-biotite ovoidal rapakivi granite; (3) medium-grained 
biotite granite. The fourth variety was developed mainly outside the principal intrusive 
body. It is represented by fme-grained irregularly albitized leucocratic granite forming 
mainly blind cupola-like bodies complicated with apophyses which intrude surrounding 
Archean gneissic granite. The interrelations of rock-forming minerals in fine-grained 
granite are c1early metasomatic. The chemical composition of albitized granites 
considerably differs from the average granite by depletion in Ca, Fe, K, Mg, Ti, and P. 
High contents of F are typical of these rocks. The average contents are (in per cent): Si02 
75.66, A120 3 13.23, F~03 0.73, FeO 1.21, MnO 0.28, MgO 0.28, CaO 0.36, N~O 
3.88, K20 4.00, Ti02 0.07, F 0.43, and loss of ignition 0.36 (30 sampies). Irregularity in 
albitization of fine-grained granites makes it possible to use these rocks for studying of the 
redistribution of oxygen isotopes under the influence of albitization. In our case the strong 
negative correlation between the values of B18Q and N~O contents was established in the 
series of sampies representing irregularly albitized granite. 

Fine-grained albitized granites differ from the other varieties of Salmi granite and 
from the average granite by high contents of lithophile trace elements (with exception of 
Cs, Zr, Ba, and Sr). The averages are (in ppm): Li 205, Rb 610, Cs 5.0, Be 10.4, Ta 
14.6, Nb 60, Zr 138, Sn 6.1, Mo 5.0, Ba 30, Sr 17, K/Rb 54, K/Ba 10.71, and Nb/Ta 
4.1. 
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MISCEGENATION IN THE PROTEROZOIC 

BOYD, WALTER W., Jr. and RÄMÖ, o. TAPANI, Department of Geology, University 
ofHelsinki, P.O. Box 115, SF-OOl71, Helsinki, Finland 

Composite (granitic-tholeiitic) dykes and alkali feldspar megacryst bearing tholeiitic 
dykes are associated with and occur in the vicinity of the Suomenniemi rapakivi granite 
batholith in southeastern Finland. They are coeval with 1.64 Ga suites of basaltic and 
granitic dykes (Rämö, 1991). 

Euhedral alkali feldspar megaerysts usually with double rims of plagioclase separated 
by a zone of partial melting are associated with xenoerysts of quartz and plagioclase in a 
fine- to medium-grained matrix that includes a high proportion of alkali feld spar , but 
otherwise is similar to that of the coeval diabase dykes. This is attributed to the intimate 
mixing of the silicic and basic components; possibly during the transit of rapakivi magma 
chambers. 

The composite dykes show some of the petrographie eharaeteristics noted above but 
the silieic component is more in evidenee. Intrusion of either component into the other has 
resulted in a varied suite of hybrid rocks and partially digested xenocrysts and xenoliths in 
various states of assimilation. 

Reference: 

Rämö, O. T., 1991. Petrogenesis of the Proterozoie rapakivi granites and related basic 
rocks of southeastern Fennoseandia: Nd and Pb isotopic and general geoehemical 
constraints. Geological Survey of Finland Bulletin, 355, in print. 
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THE RAPAKIVI INTRUSIONS OF SOUTH GREENLAND 

BROWN, P.E., Department of Geography and Geology, University of st 
Andrews, Scotland, KY16 9ST. 
DEMPSTER, T.J . , Department of Geology and Applied Geology, 
University of Glasgow, Scotland, G12 8QQ 
RUTTON, D.H.W . , Department of Earth Sciences, University of Durham, 
England, DHl 3LE. 

The voluminous early Proterozoic rapakivi granites in the 
Ketilidian orogen of South Greenland are part of a bimodal igneous 
suite in which gabbroic intrusions are prominent and evidence of 
magma mingling abundant. Thermobarometry on the flat-lying 
granulite facies semipelitic country rocks of the igneous suite 
indicates unusually low pressures and high temperatures (2-4Kbar 
and 650-800 0 C) which were penecontemporaneous with emplacement of 
the rapakivi intrusions as large-scale sheets along ductile 
extensional shear zones. Basic magmas underplated the 
extensionally thinned crust and generated the high geothermal 
gradient causing progressive melting of isotopically juvenile 
crust. The rapakivi magmas represent the climax of this crustal 
melting. The juvenile sediments were probably deposited in a 
back-are basin and derived from the north where the Ketilidian 
Julianehäb batholith has been likened to an Andean type batholith 
intruded into island are volcanics. A Himalayan scenario, in 
which the rapakivi magmas were formed by melting of thrust
thickened crüst during thermal relaxation, is inappropriate to 
South Greenland. 
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THE RAPAKIVI GARNET-CORDIERITE-BEARING PORPHYRES OF 
THE CABEZA DE ARA Y A BATHOLITH, EXTREMADURA, SPANISH 
HERCYNIAN BELT. 

CORRETGE, L. GUILLERMO. and SUAREZ, OFELIA. Department of Geology (A. of 
Petrology and Geochemistry). University of Oviedo. 33005 Oviedo. Spain. 

The Cabeza de Araya pluton is one of the characteristic granite types within the Hercynian lberian 
Belt. The particular features of this granite type (Corretge 1971) in the context of the Spanish Hercynian 
granite series lead to the definition of a new series of intennediate characteristics between the aluminous 
granite series, spatially and genetically related to the Hercynian regional metamorphism, and the calc
alkaline series (Capdevila et al. 1973, Corretge et al. 1977). 

The Cabeza de Araya pluton is a zoned intrusion made up of three main facies: i) an external facies 
which consists of biotite-cordierite-(±muscovite) granites with feldspar megacrysts, ii) an intermediate 
facies of non-porphyritic two-mica granites and, iii) an internal facies consisting of aplite granites and 
medium grained leucogranites. 

A rapakivi megacrystic granite porphyre bearing cordierite and gamet cuts across the external facies. 
This porphyre is more than 10 km. long and about 250 m. thick. Its representative mineral association, 
including several generations of some minerals, consists essentially of quartz + plagioclase + alkali 
feldspar + biotite 1 + cordierite 1 + biotite 11 + cordierite 11 + gamet ± muscovite ± chlorite; this reveals a 
complex crystallization his tory of the granitic system. The geochemical characteristics of the main 
varieties of this porphyre are shown in TABLE below. Gamet is euhedral and commonly of almandine 
type (Mg/Mg+Fe=O.13) and shows a weak zonation with Fe-Mg increase and Mn decrease towards the 
border of the crystals. Cordierite is usually Fe-rich with Mg/Mg+Fe+Mn ratios between 0.36 and 0.5. 
Comparison of these gamets with those from other granite massifs (Guadarrama and eastern Galicia, 
Spain) shows that the fonner have higher MgO and FeO contents and lower MnO contents. 

Several geothennometers and geobarometers have been tried. The dispersion of Xmg values in 
cordierite did not enable us to estimate the P-T fonnation conditions of the gamet-cordierite pair; the 
extreme values of T and P ranging from 900°C and 6.5 kb to 670°C and 4 kb. These estimates are, 
nevertheless, consistent with those calculated for high-grade metamorphic rocks in the Central lberian 
Domain (Gil Ibarguchi & Martinez 1982). 

Gamet transfonnation and the genesis of mantled feldspars and/or cordierite is interpreted as the result 
of an isothennal decompression. 

1 2 3 4 

Si02 71.55 71.55 71.88 72.47 
Ti02 0.43 0.35 0.65 0.31 

Al203 14.58 14.60 18.93 14.76 

F~03 0.16 0.38 0.35 0.21 

FeO 1.97 1.92 1.97 2.08 
MgO 0.41 0.69 0.52 0.46 
MnO 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02 
caO 1.41 0.88 0.84 0.87 
Na20 3.89 3.54 3.73 3.25 
K20 4.85 4.82 5.10 4.60 

P205 0.22 0.16 0.22 0.17 

P.F. 0.20 1.06 0.42 0.51 

1UfAL 99.69 99.97 99.64 99.71 

Li 119 87 76 204 
Rb 222 233 231 250 
Sr 68 57 56 28 
Ba 910 728 807 619 
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PETROLOGICAL AND GEOCHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LOWER 
AND MIDDLE PROTEROZOIC ANOROGENIC GRANITES OF THE CENTRAL 
AMAZONIAN PROVINCE, AMAZONIAN CRATON 

DALL'AGNOL, ROBERTO, Centro de Geociencias-UFPA, Caixa Postal 1611, 66059 -
Belem-PA, Brazil; MACAMBIRA, MOACIR, J.B., Laboratoire de Geochimie 
Isotopique, Case 66, Universite de Montpellier 11, Sciences et Techniques du Languedoc, 
34095 Montpellier - Cedex 5, France; and LAFON, JEAN-MICHEL, Centro de 
Geociencias-UFPA, Caixa Postal 1611, 66059 - BeMm-PA, Brazil 

The Central Amazonian Province is formed by Archean or Lower Proterozoic 
terrains partially covered by volcanic and platform sedimentary sequences. Anorogenic 
granites (1880 to 1500 Ma) are widespread in this province. Petrological links between 
these granites and the volcanic sequences (Uatuma Supergroup) are not clearly 
demonstrated. Many granite bodies are younger than these volcanics and, at some places, 
also younger than the platform sediments. The granites occur as batholiths and stocks 
showing circular, oval or irregular shapes. They are practically undeformed and 
structurally unconformable with their country rocks. The emplacement of the granites 
occurred at shallow crustal levels and contact aureoles commonly re ach hornblende
hornfels facies . 

Leucocratic to hololeucocratic subsolvus biotite syenogranites, grading to 
monzogranites or alkali-feldspar granites are the dominant facies. Biotite-hornblende 
granites, syenites, quartz syenites , and quartz monzonites are subordinate. Riebeckite
arfvedsonite and aegirine-bearing peralkaline granites occur locally . Crystals of potassium 
feldspars mantled by plagioclase are frequent in many complexes, but true wiborgites and 
pyterlites are rare. In the western part of the province, basic rocks with ages similar to 
those of the granites are common. In eastern part there are also many basic intrusions but 
their age is not so far constrained and their relationship with the granites is not known. 
Anorthosite occurrences in the province are minor and poorly studied. 

Geochemically, these granites are characterized by high to very high Fe/(Fe+ Mg), 
Rb/Sr, and K/(K+Na) ratios as weil as Si, Rb, F, and Sn contents. Ca, Mg, Ti, and, in 
the more evolved facies, Sr and Ba are very low. Zr, Y, and Nb contents are generally 
high compared to the average values of granites . REE signatures for the less evolved 
facies show LREE enrichment, moderate negative Eu anomalies and aalmost flat HREE 
pattern. In the strongly differentiated facies, which are often tin-mineralized, very large 
negative Eu anomalies are present, LREE are impoverished and HREE increase, resulting 
in cross-over patterns. Plagioclase was strongly fractionated in the source or during 
magmatic evolution or both. The HREE enrichment in the more evolved facies is 
explained by the effect of fluorine and other volatiles. 

Magnetic susceptibility (MS) and Fe-Ti-oxide minerals studies show the existence of: 
(1) a dominant group of magnetite-poor granites, with mainly low MS values; (2) 
magnetite-rich granites with relatively high MS values; (3) some massifs were MS values 
are more variable. The known tin-mineralized massifs belong to the first group and the 
facies related to the mineralizations have systematically very low MS values, suggesting 
low fo during magmatic evolution or strong alteration of magnetite during post-magmatic 
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processes or both. The magnetite granites crystallized near the conditions of NNO and 
HIMTQ buffers and have no associated tin-mineralizations (wolframite deposits were 
found in one massif). The third group corresponds more probably to magnetite granites 
partially affected by alteration processes. In the more evolved facies of the first group, 
late and post-magmatic stages are characterized by a widespread crystallization of albite, 
fluorite, sericite-muscovite, siderophyllite, and topaz. Cassiterite is associated with 
greisens, quartz-veins, and albite granites. 

Initial 87Sr/86Sr ratios are generally high in most of the studied complexes (0.707 to 
0.715), but in some examples the less evolved facies have lower values (near 0.703). 
Geochemically, these granites are similar to within-plate and A-type granites. Compared 
to the first group the magnetite-type granites have some peculiarities that could be related 
to differences in the sources of their magmas. These magmas could have been originated 
by anatexis of deep-seated crustal rocks, induced by basic magmas. Further petrological 
and isotopic studies are necessary for more conclusive interpretations. 
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TUE LINK BETWEEN ANORTUOSITIC SUITES AND RAPAKIVI GRANITES 

EKLUND, 0., FRÖJDÖ, S. & LINDBERG, B., Department 0/ Geology and 
Mineralogy, Abo Akademi University, Domkyrkotorget 1, SF-20500 Abo Finland, 
and ANDERSSON, U.B., Department 0/ Geology, Uppsala University, Box 555, S-
75122 Uppsala, Sweden. 

The quartz-feldspar porphyry (QFP) and the porphyritic hornblende rapakivi 
(PHR) of the Aland rapakivi batholith in SW Finland contain rounded mafic 
(monzodioritic) and hybrid microgranular enc1aves. There are abundant labradorite 
megacrysts and ocelli (amphibole mantled quartz grains) in the granitic parts as 
well as in the enc1aves. There are also plagioc1ase mantled K-feldspars (ovoids), 
amphibole mantled xenoliths of country rock and c10ts of graphie granite. The 
disequilibrium mineral assemblages and the isolated magmatic enc1aves are 
petrographie al evidence for magma mixing. 

The rocks with this obviously mixed character in the QFP and in the 
PHR, have a composition similar to the dark rapakivis (tirilites and dark 
wiborgites) of the Wiborg rapakivi batholith although the lauer do not display 
any straightforward structural and textural signs of magma mixing. 

The mafic components of the QFP and the PHR have been traced by 
field, petrographical and geochemical studies to the anorthosite related rocks 
c10se to the batholith. These mafic rocks have been observed to produce 
palingenic melts of the country rock. The palingenic melts contain similar 
mixing features as the QFP and the PHR. 

The anorthositic suite comprises plagioclase (labradorite) porphyries, 
orthocumulates of pyroxene-hornblende norites, adcumulates of labradorite 
anorthosite and late stage monzodiorites interpreted as expelled intercumulus from 
the orthocumulates during accumulation of the anorthosites. 

The mlxmg features within the QFP and the PHR indicate a 
contempraneous occurrence of the anorthosite related magmas and the primary 
palingenic acid melts of the rapakivis. 

We suggest that the QFP and PHR magmas originated by influx of 
basaltic magmas into the crust causing crustal melting with contemporaneous 
accumulation of the anorthosites and subsequent expulsion of monzodiorites from 
the intercumulus. The expelled monzodioritic magmas intruded the anorthosites 
and the palingenie magmas. The labradorite xenocryst bearing monzodioritic 
magmas mingled and mixed with the palingenic melts and the earliest phases 
of rapakivi granite magmas of the Aland batholith were formed. 

As a result of the high level of emplacement of the QFP and the PHR, 
structures and textures showing that magma mixing as a petrogenetic process 
had a great influence on the earliest rapakivi granite magmas have been 
preserved.The lack of mixing features in more plutonie environments (e.g. the 
tirilite and dark wiborgite of the Wiborg batholith) can be explained by a 
prolonged time for homogenization between the acid and basic components. 
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GEOCHRONOLOOY, GEOCHElUSTRY AHn PETROGENESIS OF GRANITES ASSOCIATED WITH 
RAPAKIVI GRANlTE-ANORTHOSITE, CENTRAL LABRADOR 

EftSLIE, R.F., and LOVERIDGE, W.D., Geological Survey of canada, 601 
Booth Street, Ottawa, Ontario K1A OE8 CANADA 

At least two periods of intrusion of fractionated, fluorite-bearing 
granites preceded the main episode of rapakivi granite-anorthosite in 
central Labrador, the older by more than 800 Ha. All of these appear to 
have been postorogenic or anorogenic magmatic events that intruded 
Archean gneisses of the Nain Province. U-Pb zircon ages indicate about 
1.319, 1.774, and 2.135 Ga as the times of intrusion of the granitoid 
rocks. The younger age marks the time of crystallization of Umiakovik 
Lake batholith, the largest granitoid mass associated with the Nain 
anorthosite complex. The 1.77 Ga offshore granites may have developed in 
response to a collision event between the Archean Nain Province and the 
early Proterozoic Torngat orogenie belt. The older Wheeler Hountain 
granites are strongly fractionated and have chemical and petrographie 
earrnarks of anorogenic magmatism. All three granite groups exhibit 
evidence of Archean crustal materials in their sources (T~H model ages 
2.4 to 2.7 Ga). Simple two-component bulk mixing calculatlons assurning 
an appropriate Archean crustal source imply that Umiakovik batholith did 
not incorporate more than about 25% Archean crustal component. The 
remainder of the source materials was in part early Proterozoic crust 
but probably largely juvenile crustal additions added by lower crustal 
intrusion and underplating during development of the Nain complex. 

Wheeler Hountain granites and Umiakovik ~ranites are for the most 
part less alurninous, lower in Fe+3/(Fe+3+Fe+ ), Ti02, HgO, Cao and Na20 
and higher in K20 than the offshore granites. Chondrite-norrnalized REE 
plots indicate small negative Eu anomalies in all samples except those 
of Wheeler Hountain granites which lack Eu anomalies. Wheeler Hountain 
granite REE patterns also exhibit steeper negative slopes than the other 
groups. Higher contents of incompatible elements Nb, Zr, Y, Yb and Be in 
offshore granites suggests source materials with a relatively undepleted 
or enriched component not present in the the other two granite groups. 
Large degrees of crustal partial melting implied by the much larger 
volume of Umiakovik granites tend to mask the presence or absence of 
small undepleted or enriched components. A prominent feature of these 
granites is that they crystallized under dHferent redox conditions. 
The older and younger granites are reduced but the 1.77 Ga group is 
significantly more oxidized and bears abundant primary sphene. Whole 
rock Fe3+/(Fe3++Fe2+), mineral assemblages, and oxide mineral 
compositions all reflect the differing redox states. If fluorine in all 
granites was derived principally from F-rich residual biotite and 
hornblende in a granulitic Archean crustal source, that F source 
evidently did not become exhausted despite repeated magma extractions, 
or else was recharged. 

The Umiakovik batholith age of 1.319 +.002 Ga 1s essentially the 
same as the reported age of Hakhavinekh rapakivi pluton (1.322 !.001) 
and both flank the Nain anorthosite complex on the west. Ages about 
1.305 Ga reported from basic and granitic intrusions along the eastern 
margin of the complex support temporal evolution of the complex from 
west to east. The ages of Umiakovik and Hakhavinekh granitoids 
demonstrate that large bodies of such rocks are not ' necessarily younger 
than associated anorthositic rocks and may in part be somewhat older. 
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RAPAKIVI GRANITES OF THE UKRAINIAN SHIELD: PHASES AND FACIES 

ESIPCHUK, K. YE., Institute of Geochemistry and Physics of Minerals, 252680, Kiev, 
USSR 

Rapakivi granites form two large massifs in the Ukrainian Shield: Korosten (12,000 
km2) and Korsun-Novomirgorod (5,000 km2). Two rock associations are present in both 
of the massifs: gabbro-anorthosite and rapakivi granite ones. The latter is represented by 
several intrusive phases and by a number of facies. Pyroxene-homblende granites, 
sometimes with fayalite, belong to the first phase, developed in contact with gabbro
monzonites in the peripherial areas of the gabbro-anorthosite massifs. 

The second intrusive phase is represented by several varieties of homblende-biotite 
and biotite granites: coarse-ovoidal granites with medium- and coarse-grained 
hypidiomorphic-granular ground mass, ovoid-free porphyritic granites with medium- or 
coarse-grained allotriomorphic-granular ground mass, small-ovoidal granites with fine
grained aplitic-poikilitic or poikilitic ground mass, small-ovoidal granites with fine- and 
medium-grained poikilitic-pegmatitic ground mass, as weIl as smaIl-ovoidal and ovoid
free granites with fine-grained granophyric ground mass. 

The third phase is represented by biotite granite porphyries and syenite porphyries, 
forming stocks and dykes within the exo- and endo-contact areas of the rapakivi massifs. 
Among them we can distinguish a porphyritic variety which contains abundant country 
rock xenoliths and crystallized from a contaminated magma. 

Albitized fluorite- and topaz-bearing zinnwaldite granites with rare-metal 
specialization belong to the fourth phase. Included are also small bodies of a fine-grained 
biotite granite. Intrusions were completed by formation of dyke and vein rock series, 
represented by diabases and gabbro-diabases, diabase-porphyries, orthophyries and quartz 
porphyries, aplites and pegmatites. 

Formation of the four phases took place within 1770 to 1750 Ma (U-Pb method on 
zircon). 
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EARLY TO MIDDLE PROTEROZOIC ANORTHOSITE-RAPAKIVI GRANITE SUITE 
AROUND BEIJING 

GAO, MING-XIU, Institute of Geology, State Seismological Bureau, 100029, Beijing, 
China 

Several early to middle Proterozoic (1.80 to 1.28 Ga) igneous massifs around Beijing 
city are of anorthosite-rapakivi granite type (Yu et al. , 1989), and are comparable with 
those on other continents. Thus the event of extensive anorogenic magmatism in the 
period 1.7 to 1.2 Ga that gave rise to many anorthosite-adamellite complexes with 
rapakivi potassic granites (Windley, 1983) also occurred in north China. 

Like the occurrences in the Ukrainian and Baltic shields and North America, the suite 
around Beijing is also obviously related to terrestrial shaHow-sea sedimentation, and basic 
magmatism with basic dyke injection. The magmatism is characterized by anorthosite
rapakivi granite and quartz-syenite 1. 80 to 1.40 Ga in age as weH as alkali basalt and 
trachyte dated at 1.40 to 1.00 Ga. 
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POSTOROGENIC GRANITES IN THE STANOVIK REGION, SOUTHERN PART OF 
THE ALDAN SHIELD 

GA VRIKOV A, SVETLANA, Geological Institute, USSR Academy of Science, USSR; 
SOKOLOV, SERGEY, Moscow State University, USSR; and ORLOV, VASILY, 
Moscow Institute for Geological Research, USSR 

Numerous granitic plutons and extensive migmatite fields characterise the Stanovik 
early Pre-Cambrian Region (southern part of the Aldan Shield). The relationship between 
the migmatites and the plutons is variable. In the southeastern part of the Stanovik Region, 
in the Giliuy area, the migmatites are intruded by the granites. The age of migmatites is 
1.94 Ga (U-Pb on zircon), while the age of the granite plutons is 1.02 Ga (Rb-Sr). In the 
southwestern part of the Stanovik Region, in the Tynda area, the large scale plutons are 
surrounded by the migmatites. 

In the Giliuy area, the earlier migmatites differ from the granites by higher alkalinity, 
K/Na ratio, and Rb content and lower abundance of Sr. The migmatites are also richer in 
REE and have higher (La/Yb)N ratio (8.7) than that of the granites (3.8). The migmatites 
show no Eu anomalies while the granites have a distinct Eu minimum. 

The source of the granites and the magmatic precursors of the migmatites were 
tonalitic. Mass-balance calculations suggest that the geochemical distinction between the 
migmatites and granites is caused by variable degrees of partial melting in the presence of 
alkali ne fluids. 

In the Tynda area, the granites and the surrounding migmatites show similar 
geochemical character which implies that they derive from the same source. They have 
high alkali contents and Fe/Mg ratios, and are enriched in Rb and impoverished in Ba and 
Sr compared with the granites of the Giliuy area. Moreover, they are magnetite-type 
granites while those in the Giliuy are ilmenite-type. 

It is suggested that the compositional differences between the rocks of the Giliuy and 
Tynda area are related to variation in protolith composition. It is probable that in the 
southeastern Stanovik late-Archean tonalitic gneisses are the main sources of the granitic 
melts. In the southwestern part of the region granitic material was melted from siliceous 
gneisses of the Stanovik series. 
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METALLOGENY OF THE RAP AKIVI GRANITES 

HAAPALA, ILMARI, Department of Geology, University of Helsinki, P.O. Box 115, 
SF-OOl71, Helsinki, Finland 

Proterozoic rapakivi-type granite complexes are known from a number of 
Precambrian platform areas. The granites show A-type and within-plate characteristics, 
and commonly are members of bimodal mesozonal, epizonal or subvolcanic complexes. In 
several areas, Sn(-Be-W-Zn) mineralization is associated with the late-stage phases of 
these granite complexes. 

In southern Finland, greisen and quartz vein type Sn(-Be-Zn-Cu-Pb-W) 
mineralization is associated with the youngest, geochemically specialized intrusive phases 
of the 1.65 to 1.54 Ga rapakivi complexes (Eurajoki, Ahvenisto, Kymi; Haapala, 1988; 
Eden, 1991). The topaz-bearing granites may contain Nb- and Ta-rich cassiterite and 
columbite as accessory minerals, and some pegmatites contain beryl, cassiterite, 
columbite, and molybdenite. The greisen-type deposits are subeconomic, only some 
galena-rich veins have been mined in the past. 

In Karelia, U .S.S.R., skarn-type Sn-Be-polymetallic mineralization occur in 
carbonate rock horizons in the western exocontact zone of the 1.54 Ga Salmi batholith 
(Trüstedt, 1907; Amelin et al. , 1991). The mineralization is closely associated with the 
youngest, highly evolved granite phases of the batholith. Several deposits have been 
mined periodically during 19th century and early 20th century . 

Several groups of 1.9 to 0.6 Ga anorogenic granites have been recognized from the 
Amazonian Craton in Brazil. Many of these granite plutons resemble the Fennoscandian 
rapakivi granites in tectonic setting, mode of occurrence, petrography, and geochemistry 
(Dall'Agnol et al. , 1987; Bettencourt & Dall'Agnol, 1987). In the states of Amazonas and 
Rondonia, greisen-type Sn( - W - Nb-Ta) mineralization is associated with the last, 
geochemically specialized intrusive phases of several middle Proterozoic rapakivi 
complexes. The large Pittinga deposit in Amazonas is associated with a 1.69 Ga rapakivi 
complex. In Rondonia, a number of tin deposits are associated with 1.2 Ga rapakivi 
complexes and with the 1.0 Ga Younger Granites. 

In St. Francois Mountains, Missouri, Sn-, W-, and Ag-bearing veins are associated 
with a 1.48 Ga anorogenic, rapakivi-type volcanic-plutonic complex (Lowell & Hagni, 
1989). The deposit has been mined periodically between 1879 and 1958. 

The Proterozoic tin-bearing rapakivi complexes are petrographically and 
geochemically similar to the well-known Phanerozoic tin-bearing granites. Although no 
rich tin provinces such as those of Erzgebirge, Cornwall, and Malayan Peninsula are 
found in the Precambrian, the metallogenetic significance of the Proterozoic rapakivi 
granites should not be underestimated. 
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ORIGIN AND TECTONIC SETTING OF THE RAP AKIVI GRANITES OF 
SOUTHEASTERN FENNOSCANDIA 

HAAPALA, ILMARI and RÄMö, O. TAPANI, Department of Geology, University of 
Helsinki, P.O. Box 115, SF-00171 Helsinki, Finland 

Recent petrological, geochemieal, isotope geoehemical, and geophysical studies have 
brought out abundant new information that ean be used to evaluate models for the origin and 
tectonie regime of the rapakivi granites of southeastern Fennoseandia. 

The epizonal 1.65 to 1.54 Ga rapakivi granite complexes represent the prevailing acid 
members of a bimodal magmatic assoeiation in whieh the basic members are penecontem

poraneous tholeiitie diabase dykes and minor gabbroic and anorthositie bodies. The diabase 
dykes transect the orogenie Sveeofennian 1.9 Ga ernst as extensive, mostly WNW-trending 
swarms, suggesting extensional tectonic regime. Several acid-basic eomposite dykes verify the 
simultaneous existence of basaltie and rhyolitie magmas. 

Geoehemically, the rapakivi granites with their high K, Rb, F, Ga, Zn, Nb, Zr, Y, and 
REE contents and negative Eu anomalies fit weil metaluminous to slightly peraluminous A-type 
granites or within-plate granites, but show similarities also with post-eollisional granites 
(Haapala & Rämö, 1990). 

Sm-Nd isotopic studies indicate that the time-integrated Nd isotopic evolution of the 
rapakivi granites (ENd(1) values range from -2.9 to -0.2 for the ca. 1.64 Ga old granites of 
southeastern Finland and from -3.1 to -1.4 for the ca. 1.58 Ga old granites of southwestern 
Finland) corresponds to the evolution of the 1.9 Ga Svecofennian ernst. Alkali feldspar Pb 

isotopie data show S&K ll2 values from 9.57 to 9.98 which also fits weil the evolution of the 
1.9 Ga ernst. Aecordingly, the isotopic data suggest that the Finnish rapakivi granites represent 
anateetie melts of the Svecofennian ernst. The 1.54 Ga Soviet Karelian rapakivi granites, 
located at the border wne between the Arehean basement and the 1.9 Ga ernst, show isotopic 
composition indieative of signifieant ineorporation of Arehean ernstal material (ENd(T) values 
-8.1 to -5.7, alkali feldspar S&K ll2 values about 8.7; Rämö et al. , 1990). 

Recent deep seismie soundings (Luosto, 1990) show that the Finnish rapakivi granites are 

loeated in areas of low ernstal thickness; in the Vyborg rapakivi area in southeastern Finland 

the ernst is only about 40 km thick, but gets gradually 10 to 20 km thicker within 100 to 200 

km toward the northeast and southwest. 
The data support the model that the rapakivi granites originated in extensional tectonic 

setting by remelting of pre-existing (Iower) eontinental ernst. The melting was presumably 
related to mantle upwellings, which also may be the reason far the extensional tectonics and the 
bimodal (mantle-derived and ernst-derived) eharaeter of the magmatism. 
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MINERALOGY OF DARK MICAS FROM THE WIBORG RAPAKIVI BATHOLITH 

HAAPALA, ILMARI, Department of Geology, University of Helsinki, P.O. Box 115, 
SF-OOI71 Helsinki, Finland; RIEDER, MILAN and POVONDRA, PA VEL, Department 
of Geology, Charles University, Prague, Czechoslovakia 

In connection with the research of rapakivi granites conducted at the Helsinki 
University, the mineralogy of dark micas from granites of the Wiborg batholith was 
studied. Seven rocks specimens of dark wiborgite, pyterlite and different biotite granites 
were chemically analyzed and their micas were separated. The micas were also chemically 
analyzed, and their unit-cell dimensions, poly types , and some other physical properties 
were determined. Physical data were also determined for two formerly analyzed biotites 
from topaz-bearing late-stage granites. 

X-ray powder diffraction indicated that despite careful separation, the micas were 
contaminated with chlorite. The composition of the chlorite present and its percentage 
were estimated using 002 and 004 chlorite reflections, and the corresponding percentages 
of oxides were subtracted from the wet analyses of the contaminated micas. 

Like other micas from the Finnish rapakivi granites, the micas presently studied plot 
near the annite-siderophyllite corner of the Fe - Mg - Li triangle used for trioctahedral 
micas. They are among the most ferroginous compositions known to date. Their 
Fe/(Fe+Mg) ratio varies from 0.8 to 1.0, being lowest (0.80 to 0.88) in the biotite from 
the biotite-hornblende (±fayalite) granites; that is dark wiborgite, wiborgite, and tirilite. 
The highest Fe/(Fe+ Mg) ratios (0.92 to 1.(0) were found in siderophyllite (containing 
1.2 to 1.6 % Li20) from the topaz-bearing granites. The content of titanium in these 
micas decreases systematically with increasing Fe/(Fe+Mg) ratio, being highest (3.98 % 
TiO~ in dark wiborgite and lowest (as low as 0.18 % Ti02) in topaz-bearing granites. 
The content of fluorine in the lithian siderophyllite is high (4.2 to 4.9 %). In as much as 
the topaz-bearing granites underwent subsolidus reactions, it is possible that the 
composition of this mica equilibrated during the late magmatic or postmagmatic stages. 

Four crystals from each mica sampie were examined for polytypism. Although 1M 
was most frequent, a surprising wealth of polytypic .stacking were observed. So, for 
example, siderophyllite from pyterlite contained poly types 5M, 3Tc, and 1M, whereas 
lithian siderophyllite (tlprotolithionite tl ) from the topaz-bearing granite at Kymi yielded 
poly types 2M l , 3T, and unresolved complex structures. 
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THE MEGACRYSTIC MGENI BATHOLITH; A PROTEROZOIC RAPAKIVI 
GRANITE - CHARNOCKITE INTRUSIVE IN SOUTHEASTERN AFRICA 

KERR, A. and MILNE, G.C., Department of Geology and Applied Geology, University 
of Natal, Durban, 4001, South Africa 

The Mgeni batholith, to the north-west of Durban, is one of aseries of large late
Ipost-tectonic granites within the Proterozoic basement of Natal, South Afriea. Studies 
indieate a possible subdivision of the intrusion into a variety of petrographie lithotypes. 
These have been grouped into three main chemically and isotopieally distinct families, 
namely: 

XIMBA-TYPE MEGACRYSTIC GRANITES 
1) biotite granite with/without gamet 
2) marginal (contaminated ?) granite 

MLAHLANJA-TYPE MEGACRYSTIC GRANITES 
1) charnockite and sub-charnockite 
2) hornblende granite 
3) garnetiferous hornblende granite 

NQW ADOLO GRANITES 
coarse-grained alaskitic granites 

The Ximba granites form the majority of the exposures. The rocks consist of large 
megacrysts of K-feldspar, with minor quartz and plagioclase, set in a medium-grained 
matrix of feldspars, quartz, biotite, and accessory phases. Almandine garnet is minor but 
widespread. Megacrysts vary in size (averaging 4 cm by 1.5 cm) and shape with 
rectangular, elliptieal, and circular crystals being noted. Carlsbad twinning and rapakivi 
textures are common. Biotite laths and feldspar megacrysts define a foliation with a 
general east-west orientation and low angle dips to the north and south. Chemieally 
distinct from the Mlahlanja granitoids, these granites are silicic, peraluminous and with a 
moderately high initial 87Sr/86S r ratio (0.7077 ± 12). Various plots, commonly used to 
define tectonie environment, are interpreted as indicating a late-kinematic setting for these 
granites. Marginal to the main complex is a distinctive 200 m wide border zone whieh 
contains numerous small enclaves of the country gneisses. The latter is a heterogeneous 
augen gneiss, which is chemieally similar to the Mlahlanja granitoids but related in the 
field to the Ximba granites. 

The Mlahlanja family consists of pyroxene- and amphibole-bearing megacrystic 
granitoids. Rocks of this group occur as lenses, some with charnockitic cores, within 
Ximba-type granites. Contacts, both within and between these megacrystic types are 
lacking and thus relative ages are problematical. Nevertheless, recent interpretation of the 
available data suggest that the more felsic Ximba granites were intruded by the anhydrous 
granitoids of the Mlahlanja type. These granitoids are enriehed in Fe and HFS elements 
and displaya within-plate, A-type character. The rocks have an initial 87Sr/86Sr ratio of 
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0.7053 ±O. 0008. 
The Nqwadolo pluton crops out in the centre of the area as a large crescent-shaped 

topographie high. Lack of megacrysts allow easy discrimination from the megacrystic 
granites and field evidence exists for its intrusive nature. Variations in colour , grain size, 
and mineralogy have been noted within the pluton. Essentially , the granite is alaskitic, 
consisting of quartz and crudely-zoned perthitic feldspar with minor amounts of a mafic 
phase, which is commonly chloritised biotite (garnet and hornblende have been reported 
as weIl). Elongate quartz aggregates and biotite laths define either a strong linear fabric or 
foliation. ChemicaIly, the granite shows similarities to a low degree partial melt, with an 
initial 87Sr/86Sr ratio of 0.716±0.024. It plots in the within-plate field in the Rb-Y + Nb 
diagram and has horne A-type characteristics. 

Whole rock Rb-Sr age determinations on sampies from Ximba granites define an 
isochron of 1001 ±35 Ma. However, regression of sampies from the Mlahlanja type 
provides an errorchron with an age of 1029±57 Ma. Earlier studies on probable 
equivalent sampies of the same suite gave a Rb-Sr age of 1128±38 Ma and an U-Pb age 
of 1030±20 Ma. Rb-Sr whole rock studies on rocks from the Nqwadolo granite define an 
age of 1033 ± 18 Ma, which is statistically indistinguishable from the Rb-Sr age of the 
Ximba rocks and the zircon U-Pb age from sampies of the Mlahlanja granites. 

In order to explain these data, several models have been considered , including: 
1) The two megacrystic groups display two distinct emplacement ages separated in time 

by ca. 50 to 100 Ma. This theory is not supported by the field relationships particularly 
the apparent lack of sharp contacts. 

2) The data could be interpreted as suggesting granite emplacement at ca. 1100 Ma with 
subsequent metamorphism at approximately 1000 Ma. This theory requires complete 
resetting of the Rb-Sr system and of U-Pb of zircons for the Ximba rocks, but not of 
the Rb-Sr of Mlahlanja granites. This is considered unlikely . 

3) Older "ages" obtained for the Mlahlanja granites may be due to contamination or 
magma mixing. The errorchron systematics of the Mlahlanja granites could be 
explained by this interpretation. In addition the chemical and mineralogical similarities 
between the contaminated marginal variety of the Xi'mba granites and the Mlahlanjä 
rocks would also appear to support a model of contamination/hybridization of Ximba
type magma, but insufficient detail exists for the chemistry of the country rock 
formations to quantify this contamination. Nevertheless, this model is currently 
favoured by the present researchers. 
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RAPAKIVI GRANITES AND FAYALITE-BEARING CHARNOCKITES FROM THE 
PROTEROZOIC MOBILE BELT IN NATAL, SOUTH AFRICA 

KERR, A., Department of Geology and Applied Geology, University of Natal, Durban, 
South Africa; and THOMAS, R.J., Geological Survey of South Africa, P.O. Box 900, 
Pietermaritzburg, South Africa 

The Proterozoic rocks in Natal form a north-south trending erosional inlier at the 
southern margin of the Archean Kaapvaal craton in southern Africa. The rocks can be 
subdivided into two major east-west trending areas. In the northern zone the rocks 
represent the metamorphosed and deformed upper portion of an ophiolite sequence 
obducted northwards onto the craton. Granitic material is rare except in the eastern part of 
the zone where a deformed alkaline magmatic province occurs. In the southern zone, 
granitoid rocks predominate. Older calc-alkaline intrusives occur in two generations, as 
pretectonic, quartz-dioritic to tonalitic bodies, which give an age of 1210 Ma and an initial 
87Sr/86Sr ratio of 0.703; or as syn- to post-tectonic, fluorite-bearing, quartz-monzonitic to 
granitic rocks. Ages for these high-K calc-alkaline rocks range from 981 to 965 Ma, with 
a uniform initial 87Sr/86Sr ratio of 0.7032. Early A-type intrusions are comrnon but much 
of the granitic material consists of large batholiths of megacrystic members of the rapakivi 
granite-charnockite association. Charnockites form a major proportion of the southerly 
sector of this unit. 

Megacrystic granites occur as late- to post-tectonic, composite batholiths. They 
resemble the charnockite-rapakivi granite association of the northern hemisphere in many 
features. The megacrystic granites are intruded into high-grade supracrustal gneisses and 
earlier granitoids. No c1ear contact aureoles have been found. Typically, the rocks are 
weakly foliated and most display a pronounced marginal foliation parallel to the banding 
of the enveloping gneisses. The internal fabric, comrnonly ascribed to igneous flow, 
varies with Iithology. Individual plutons have different relative amounts of granite to 
charnockite. Most show outward dipping contacts which are sometimes highly tectonised. 
Zones or tails of xenoliths are found in some plutons, with orthoamphibolites having E
MORB characteristics. Late even-grained leucogranites are minor, and no basic rocks are 
found associated with these intrusives. Linear belts of intense shearing cutting the 
granites, are postdated by thin networks of pseudotachylite veins. 

Megacrystic (up to 10 cm) feldspar (orthoclase microperthite or microcline) are 
characteristic, forming up to 60% of some outcrops. Plagioclase (An2S - An4S) and 
quartz form rare megacrysts. Rapakivi and myrmekitic textures are ubiquitous. rapakivi 
types are recognised on the type and amount (12 to 20% modal) of mafic minerals. The 
mafic phases, more abundant in the anhydrous assemblages, include red-brown biotite, 
green-brown amphibole, orthopyroxene, rare c1inopyroxene, and fayalite. Garnet is 
widespread and occurs in c1ots. Accessory phases include allanite, ilmenite, apatite, and 
zircon. Magnetite is uncomrnon. 

Composition within a single batholith are variable, ranging from quartz monzonite 
(mangerite) to granite. Most are peraluminous but some, especially the anhydrous 
members, are metaluminous. The rocks show characteristic chemical signatures including 
high ratios of K/Na (1.3 to 2.2), Fe/Mg (e.g., Fe/(Fe+Mg) > 0.85), Ga/AI, and 
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alkali/calcium (2.0 to 3.5). In addition, high concentrations of total alkalies especially K, 
F, Ga, Zr, Nb, Y, Zn, and Ba are found. The RE elements show typical patterns of 
strong LREE enrichment, high LalLu ratios (6 to 20), and weak Eu anomalies (EulEu* = 
0.6 to 1.3). Low concentrations of Mg, Ca, Rb, U, and Th are common. Initial 87Sr/86Sr 
ratios range from 0.703 to 0.709. In discrimination diagrams the granites plot in the 
'anomalous' granite field ofEI Bouseily and EI Sokkary (1975); in the extensional field of 
Petro et al. (1979); in the within-plate field of Pearce et al. (1985); and in the A-type 
granite field of Whalen et al. (1987). 

Age determinations on the rocks from Natal fall in the range of 1250 to 860 Ma, with 
a weak trend to younger ages towards the south. Most of the ages are consistent with field 
relationships and appear to represent the time of intrusion. Ages of ca. 1000 Ma are 
interpreted as dating cooling after the prominent M2/D2 event. Rapakivi granite batholiths 
give ages in the range of 1050 to 860 Ma. 

Mineralization directly associated with the granites are rare. However, heavy mineral 
sand occurrences with gold, manganese, allanite, monazite, zircon, and ilmenite appear to 
be derived from the granites. Kaolin and dimension stone deposits are currently worked. 

No unique petrogenetic model has been established for the rapakivi granites. 
Chemical variation within some plutons has been ascribed to simple fractionation, whereas 
trends in others are hetter explained by magma mixing, possibly associated with 
differentiation. The evidence from Natal suggest the granites were derived from a 
'juvenile' source « 1400 Ma), with no input of Archean material, during aperiod of 
Proterozoie crustal accretion to the Kaapvaal craton. 
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PETROLOGICAL-CHEMICAL FEATURES AND AGE OF ESTONIAN ANORO
GENIC POTASSIUM GRANITES 

KIRS. lUHO. Department of Geology. The Tartu University. Estonia. USSR; HUHMA. 
HANNU. Geological Survey of Finland. SF-02150 Espoo. Finland; and HAAPALA. 
ILMARI. Department of Geology. University of Helsinki. P.O. Box 115. SF-00171. 
Helsinki. Finland 

Five small roundish stocks of porphyritic potassium granites (Märjamaa. Taebla. 
Naissaare. Neeme. Ereda) and the northern part of epizonal Riga rapakivi-anorthosite 
batholith have been discovered by deep-drilling in Estonia. The granite complexes intrude 
the lower Proterozoie Svecofennian crystalline basement of Estonia and are covered by the 
Paleozoic sedimentary rocks. 

Preliminary U-Pb zircon analyses from Märjamaa and Naissaare granites as weil as 
Ventspils granite from the Riga batholith suggest ages which are within the range obtained 
for the Finnish rapakivi granites. Three zircon fractions from Märjamaa stock's first 
phase provide an upper intercept age of 1626 ± 13 Ma. 

The . stocks are composed of pink. medium- to coarse-grained microeline -
megacrystic syenogranites and monzogranites. The main mafic mineral is biotite (5 to 15 
vol. %). The largest and most differentiated (Si02 from 65 to 78 wt%) Märjamaa stock 
also contains in its central granodioritic (hybrid?) part hornblende. Typical accessory 
minerals include apatite. zircon. fluorite, and magnetite. Titanite and allanite occur in 
varying amounts. Locally rocks are cut by aplitic and microsyenitic dykes. 

Estonian granites show many petrographie and mineralogical similarities with the 
rapakivi granites of Finland (Table 1). Their mafic silicates are annitic-siderophyllitic 
biotite and hastingsitic hornblende. The vein-perthitic alkali feldspar is variably ordered 
microcline with a subordinate orthoclase phase. The early quartz is idiomorphic. 
Plagioelase-mantled alkali feldspar ovoids are , however, not met with. Magnetite and 
titanite are common in the Estonian granites, as weH as in the postorogenie granites of 
Finland, but are not characteristic of the rapakivi granites of Finland, indicating that the 
latter crystallized under more reducing conditions. 

GeochemicaHy the rocks are metaluminous or slightly peraluminous (Table 1). Their 
composition (Märjamaa stock excluded) accords to granite sensu stricto, having a 
restricted Si02 range (69.5 to 74 wt%), low CaO «2 wt%), high total alkalis (7.5 to 9.5 
wt%), high FeOt/MgO ratio (4.5 to 7), high F (0.05 to 0.4 wt%). Rocks are enriched in 
REE and HFS elements and plot both in the "Within Plate" field of Pearce et al. (1984) 
and in the A-type field of Whalen et al. (1987). 

By chemistry the Estonian potassium granites stand as elose to the elassical Finnish 
rapakivi granites as to the 1.77 Ga postorogenie Nattanen-type granites from northern 
Finland. At the same time. they differ from the 1.82 to 1.77 Ga old postorogenie granites 
in the south-west part of Finland (Table 1). Preliminary data suggest the origin of the 
Estonian granites by melting of Svecofennidic-type crust impoverished in water fluids. 
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Table 1. Some characteristics of Estonian and Finnish postorogenie and anorogenic granites. 

Group Modeof Associated Characteristic (mol.) (wt%) FeOt/ TiOz (wt%) Rb/Sr RblBa YINb 
occurence rocks minerals Al203/ FeOt+MgO 

(CaO+K20 

+ Na20) 

Estonian granites stocks, gabbro- Bt, ±Hbl(Mä), < 1.1 >0.8 <0.3 1-3 0.1-0.4 1-3.5 
composite anorthosite Zr, Ap, FI, Mt, (Mä 0.3-1) (Mä 0.4-1) 

stock (MäX) suite in the ±Tit, ±All 
Riga 
batholith 

Finnisb rapakivi granites multiple gabbro- Bt, ±Hbl, ±Fa, '$1.1 >0.8 0.3-1.3 1-9 0.1-1.5 1-3.5 
(topaz-bearing types batholiths, anorthosite FI, Zr, Anat, 
excluded) stocks suite, diabase ±AlI, ±Mon, 

dykes ±Mt 
SW Finnish post-orogenic composite monzonites, Bt, Hbl, Mt, Tit, ,.. 1.1 <0.8 0.5-2 <0.5 <0.1 1~ 

granites stocks, ring lampro- Ap, FI, Zr, All 
dykes phyres 

N Finnish post-orogenic stock, - Bt, ± Hbl, Mt, < 1.1 >0.8 <0.3 1-3 0.1-0.4 1-3.5 
granites multiple Tit, Zr, FI, All (contents 

batholith very low) 

x Mä =Märjamaa; Bt =biotite, Hbl =homblende, Fa =fayalite, Zr =zircon, Ap =apatite, FI =fluorite, Mt =magnetite, Tit =titanite, All =allanite, Mon 
= monazite. 
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GEOCHEMISTRY OF THE ANOROGENIC PORPHYRITIC POTASSIUM GRANITES 
OFESTONIA 

KMSILLA, JAAN, Tallinn Geological Department, Geological Survey of Estonia, 67 
Pikk str., 200101 Tallinn, Estonia, USSR 

Anorogenic porphyritic potassium granites of Estonia are clearly different from syn
and late-orogenic migmatite granites widely spread in Estonia. As a rule they are much 
richer in REE (especially LREE) and Mo as weil as in F, Zr, Th, and U while migmatite 
granites are relatively rich in S, Cu, Co, and Cr. The porphyritic potassium granites tend 
to be enriched in Fe and Zn, and migmatite granites in Mg and Ca. Very low contents of 
Cu and V in porphyritic potassium granites must be mentioned especially. 

According to many geochemical characteristics (enrichment in K, Ti, Zn, Mo, Zr, 
and REE, impoverishment in V), porphyritic potassium granites from five massifs known 
in Estonia are very similar to rapakivi granites. At that the deficiency of femaphilic 
elements (especially Mg, Ca, Cr, V, and Mn) is more characteristic to rapakivi granites 
while enrichment in Mo and REE is more characteristic to porphyritic potassium granites. 
As in rapakivi batholiths, different magmatic phases (besides vein phase) are distinguished 
in the porphyritic potassium granites (four in Märjamaa, two in Naissaar). Simultaneously 
with the increasing of Si and K from phase to phase in Märjamaa massif essential 
decreasing of Mg, Ca, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, V, Ti, Sc, Mo, Zr, REE, and Y is noticeable. 
The following elements are specific to different massifs and phases of Estonian 
porphyritic potassium granites: Märjamaa I - Mg, Ca, Fe, Co, Ti, Sc, Sr, Zn, P, Mo, and 
Zr; Märjamaa 11 - K, Ba, and Ni; Märjamaa IV - Si; Naissaar 11 - K, Sr, Zn, Ga, REE, 
Sn, Pb, and U; Taebla - Mo, Nb, HREE, Sn, Pb, and U; Neeme - Ni, S, Nb, Sn, and Rb; 
Ereda - REE and Th. 
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LATE PROTEROZOIC/EARLY PALEOZOIC RAPAKIVI -GRANITOIOS IN NE-AFRICA 
- EVIOENCE FOR PAN-AFRICAN CRUSTAL CONSOLIOATION 

KÜSTER, OIRK and HARMS, ULRICH, Special Research Project 69, Technica1 University 
of Berlin, Ackerstr. 71-76, 0-1000 Berlin 65, Germany. 

Rapakivi-type granitoids have been intruded into the 10wer Proterozoic NE-African 
basement, which has been deformed during the Pan-African orogeny (950 - 500 Ma). 
Three new1y discovered major occurrences in Somalia and Sudan were investigated in 
detail. 

The postkinematic granitoid association which occurs in the po1ycyclic basement 
of southern Somalia (Buur region) consists of coarse porphyritic quartz-monzonites and 
coarse to fine grained equigranu1ar granites. Geochemically the group can be defined as 
a subalkaline high-K series, with meta1uminous character. Tracee1ement distribution 
patterns, characteristically outlined by high LILE, HFSE and REE abundances, are 
coherent throughout the who1e association but reveal also the mu1ti-intrusive nature 
of that magmatism. U-Pb isotope determinations on zircons yie1ded an emplacement 
age of 474+/-10 Ma, while a Rb-Sr who1e rock isochron gave an age of 464+/-31 Ma. 
These ages prove the 1ate- to anorogenic nature of these granitoids in relation to the 
Pan-African orogeny, while the upper intercept age of 1800+/- 200 Ma and a Sr. of 

1 
0.7106 point to the generation of these magmas from older Proterozoic 10wer crusta1 
sources. 

A typica1 Rapakivi suite is exposed in the Wadi Howar basement of N Sudan. 
Monzonites to granites containing mant1ed feldspars are associated with diabase and 
acid porphyry dykes as well as with anorthosites. Geochemically the granitoids display 
high enrichment of LIL, HFS and RE elements, with Sr and Eu dep1etion during in
creasing fractionation. The 1atter can be modelled by fractiona1 crystallisation of fe1d
spars and minor hornblende, apatite and opaques segregation. Neverthe1ess, the enrich
ment of alkalies, LIrE and HFSE must have been inherited from the source rocks. 
Intermediate Sri , inherited zircons and low ENd va1ues point to metasedimentary gra
nulitic sources in the lower crust. The Rapakivis were intruded into early Proterozoic 
crust at 570 Ma (Rb-Sr, K-Ar ages) during a 1ate-orogenic extensiona1 phase of the 
Pan-African, following intense crusta1 deformation due to the closure of a minor Pan
African oceanic basin in that area. 

Subalkaline A-type granitoids of monzonitic to granitic compositions occur in large 
p1utons in western Sudan (N Kordofan). Petrographically and geochemically they resemb1e 
the ones diseussed above. They are situated in a similar geoteetonie environment eharae
terized by Pan-African rifting and suceeeding basin closure and crusta1 shortening. Never
the1ess, this Rapakivi-suite suffered a distinct metamorphic overprint and appears rather 
in a syn-kinematie setting. First single zircon lead isotope data gave a mean age of 
742+/-12 Ma. They may probab1y be regarded as 10wer crusta1 me1ts emp1aced during 
an extensional interval in-between the multistage Pan-African orogeny. 

A-type granitoids with Rapakivi-characteristies are eommon in the Pan-African of 
NE-Afriea. Their oecurrenee is restrieted to areas whieh are underlain by pre Pan-African 
basementj Rapakivis are absent in the neighbouring Arabian-Nubian Shie1d, which pri
mari1y eonsists of acereted juvenile Pan-Afriean is1and ares. A further prerequisite of 
their formation seems to be a preeeding eye1e of rifting, basin closure and erusta1 thiek
ening. Thus, the NE-Afriean Rapakivi-granitoids define a 1ate orogenic density strati
fieation and eratonization proeess in an extensional environment. They usually represent 
the latest regional magmatie event of 1ate- to postkinematie nature (Somalia, N-Sudan). 
Yet they may also oeeur in "syn-kinematie" settings (W-Sudan), when the major erus
tal deformations allow a short lived, probab1y regionally confined extensional phase in
between the major orogenie eyele. 
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AGE AND DISTRmVTION OF THE PROTEROZOIC ANOROGENIC GRANITES OF 
THE AMAZONIAN CENTRAL PROVINCE, BRAZIL 

LAFON, JEAN-MICHEL, Centro de Geoci!ncias, Caixa Postal 1611, Vniversidade 
Federal do Par~, 66059, Bel~m, Par~, Brazil; MACAMBIRA, MOACIR, J.B., 
Laboratoire de GWchimie Isotopique, Case 66, Vniversit6 de Montpellier 11, Sciences et 
Techniques du Languedoc, 34095 Montpellier - Cedex 5, France; and DALL' AGNOL, 
ROBERTO, Centro de Geoci!ncias-VFPA, Caixa PostaI1611, 66059 - Bel~m-PA, Brazil 

The Central Amazonian Province extends from Venezuela to the south of State of 
Par~ in Brazil and represents the largest part of the Amazonian Craton. It occurs in both 
the Guyana Shield and the Central Brazil Shield. It consists of Archean and Lower 
Proterozoic terrain underlying Proterozoic volcanic and sedimentary sequences. The 
Amazonian Craton has been tectonically stable at least since the end of Precambrian times. 

The anorogenic granites are widespread in the Central Amazonian Province. and form 
one of the largest anorogenic provinces in the world. In the eastern part of the Province, 
contemporaneous basic rocks have been described. In the eastern part, an association with 
basic intrusions has been suggested but the lack of field relationships and 
geochronological data for the latter does not allow any conclusions yet. Intermediate to 
acid volcanic sequences are found in the same areas as the granites which crosscut them. 
Preliminary geochemical data on these volcanics suggest, however, that they are distinct 
from the granites. 

In the eastern part of the Central Amazonian Province, most of the available ages 
have been obtained by Rb-Sr and K-Ar geochronology and show scatter between 1.8 and 
1.5 Ga with most of them between 1.8 Ga and 1.65 Ga. The initial 87Sr/86Sr range from 
0.705 to 0.715 and therefore an important crustal contribution must have been involved. 
However, detailed isotopic studies on individual bodies show that the initial values 
increase from close to mantle values in the least evolved facies to typical crustal values in 
the late differentiates. (ca. from 0.702 to more than 0.715, respectively) while the ages 
decrease in the same direction. Such results led us to infer that the observed variations in 
the initial ratios and ages are higher than the real ones and must be attributed to high 
effects on the Rb-Sr system. Consequently, age patterns must be restricted to the 1.8 to 
1.65 Ga range. recent V-Pb results on previously dated granites by Rb-Sr method gave 
ages between 1.82 to 1.88 Ga that confirm the preceding conclusion. In spite of these 
rocks having been considered as typical within-plate or A-type granites, the tectonic 
setting of them is not clearly established, particularly as regards relation to the 
Transamazonian thermotectonic event (ca. 2000 Ma). These granites could be derived 
from Archean basement as shown by the 3.2 Ga old inherited zircon that has been found 
in one of these bodies. 

In the central part of the Province, geochronological data are limited but available Rb
Sr isochrons are similar to those for the rocks in the eastern region. 

In the western part of the Province, 1.55 Ga old rapakivi granites have been dated by 
V-Pb and Rb-Sr methods and, in this area, the effects of the Transamazonian 
thermotectonic event have been recognized. Such features imply a distinct evolution for 
the western part of the Province when compared to the central and eastern regions. The 
tectonic context of the former is more similar to that described in the North American 
provinces as weIl as in the Baltic Shield. 
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RAPAKIVI TEXTURES FROM THE WIBORG BATHOLITH 

LINTALA, JAANA; HAAPALA, ILMARI; and BOYD, WALTER W., Jr., Department 
ofGeology, University ofHelsinki, P,O. Box 115, SF-OOI71, Helsinki, Finland 

Petrographic and analytical studies of granites from the Wiborg batholith include 
three types: a dark wiborgite from Artjärvi, a "normal" wiborgite from Liljendal, and a 
hybrid hornblende rapakivi from Iitti. All contain mantled alkali feldspar ovoids, set in a 
groundmass dominated by alkali feld spar , quartz, and plagioclase. The mafic constituents 
are biotite (annite), hastingsitic hornblende, and minor Fe-Ti oxides, chlorite, zircon, 
fluorite, and apatite. 

The dark wiborgite (Si02 64.5 wt. %) represents one of the most mafic varieties of 
rapakivi granite. As is typical of the more mafic phases of the batholith, it contains some 
fayalite in addition to the mafic silicates noted above. The groundmass alkali feldspar is 
often graphically intergrown with quartz. The ovoidal alkali feldspar megacrysts 

(Or71Ab26An1.SCnu) are mantled by a plagioclase (An36-38Ab59-620r~. The interface 
between the two feldspars is irregular (notched) but sharp. Inclusions of concave quartz 
are present throughout the ovoids, plagioclase (An33~b59-640r2-3) and the mafic 
silicates occur in the marginal parts. The plagioclase and mafic silicate inclusions are often 
surrounded by a quartz rim, and between plagioclase and alkali feldspar there is often a 
thin albitic or myrmekitic rim, presumably formed by exsolution. The two-feldspar 
thermometer gives model temperatures about 710 to 750°C at 1 kb for the ovoid and its 
plagioclase inclusions. 

In the normal wiborgite (Si02 71.5 wt. %) the ovoids may comprise one or several 
grains (Or77Ab21Ano.7Cn1.0) mantled by one or, more commonly, several plagioclase 
grains. The ovoids contain similar mineral inclusions as those in the dark wiborgite; 
plagioclase inclusions (An30-31Ab67-680r1.2-1.~ occu~ mainly in the marginal parts of 
the ovoids and give model two-feldspar temperatures of about 6500C at 1 kb. 

The hybrid rock (Si02 63.1 to 64.0 wt. %) has alkali feldspar ovoids (composed of 
several sectorially intergrown crystals) and irregular-shaped remnants of megacrysts 

(Or7S-8oAb20-24Ano.2~.5Cno.6-0.9) surrounded by plagioclase-quartz intergrowths. A 
distinctive feature of the rock are also andesine megacrysts (An36Ab610r3) that are 
surrounded by patchy oligoclase (An29Ab690r~ compositionally similar to the plagioclase 
inclusions in the alkali feldspar megacrysts. Micrographic feldspar-quartz intergrowths are 
present in the matrix. The rock is presumed to result from mingling and mixing of basic 
(diabase) and silicic (rapakivi) magmas. 
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TECTONIC SETIING OF THE RAPAKIVI-TYPE GRANITES OF THE ALDAN 
SHIELD, SmERIA 

MORALEV, VALERY M. and GLUKHOVSKY, MARAT Z., The Institute ofthe Litho
sphere, USSR Acaclemy of Sciences, Moscow, 109180, USSR 

Rapakivi-type granites named locally as the Chuiysko-Kodarskiy complex are known 
from the western part of the Aldan Shield which is the largest early Precambrian terrane 
of the Siberian Craton. The rocks have been isotopically dated (V-Pb on zircon) to be 
1760±50 to 1860±50 Ma old. The early-stage intrusive phases are coarse-grained 
porphyritic granites and show sporadic rapakivi texture. The later stage fme-grained 
biotite or two-mica granites are found as dykes and minor intrusive bodies in several 
areas. Gabbronorites are spatially associated with the rapakivi granites. 

Chemical characteristics of the early-stage granites are appear to be typical for 
magnetite-type rapakivi granites (Table 1). They are characterized by high Si02, K20, 
K/Na, FelMg, Rb, Sr, Ba, Zr, Be, Ga, Mo, Li, Nb, Sc, Sn, and REE and low Ni, Cu, V, 
and Co. The Sn content in biotites and hornblendes is up to 257 ppm which is typical of 
the tin-bearing granites. In the tectonomagmatic discrimination diagrams of Pearce et al. 
(1984) the rapakivi-type granites of the Aldan Shield generally plot in the field of within 
plate granites. 

Table 1. Mean chemieal composition of the Aldan Shield rapakivi-type granites and 
rapakivi granites of the Fennoscandian Shield (Finland). 

1 2 3 4 
(110) (37) (20) (52) 

Si02 (wt%) 72.25 70.29 73.15 72.58 
Ti02 0.33 0.53 0.34 0.00 

~O3 12.80 13.27 12.35 13.32 
F~03 0.59 1.23 1.19 0.76 
FeO 2.99 3.17 2.28 2.14 
MnO 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.04 
MgO 0.56 0.40 0.49 0.25 
Cao 1.42 2.00 1.06 1.17 
N~O 2.80 2.78 2.76 2.65 
~O 5.02 5.31 5.36 5.63 

Total 98.81 99.03 99.04 98.54 
Trace elements in ppm: 

Rb 300 309 393 
Sr 250 340 71 
Ba 1150 930 1158 644 
Zr 175 440 425 266 
Y 40 38 
Yb 5 8.3 

Note: numbers in parentheses denote the numbers of analyses averaged. 
Key to table columns as folIows: 1. Chuisko-Kodarskiy Complex (Sviridenko, 1975, The 
formation of rapakivi granites at the western part of the Aldan Shield. Proceedings of the 
USSR Acad. of Sci. Geol. Sero N 9, p. 25-37); 2. Wiborg batholith after Haapala (1983); 
3. Aland batholith after Bergman (1981); 4. Laitila batholith after Vorma (1976). 
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Rapakivi-type granites of the Aldan Shield form four large batholiths and several 
smaller stocks and elongated bodies as shown in Fig. 1. Some of them are planarly 
isometrie and are located within more or less prominent circular structures observed on 
space imagery. There are two kinds. of such structures. Those located in high-grade 
metamorphic terrane are recognized as large granite gneiss domes. Other structures within 
the Kodar-Udokan protoplatform-type depression filled by thiek Early Proterowie 
sedimentary sequence are considered as ring-fault systems around rapakivi-type granite 
intrusions. Elongated rapakivi-type granite batholiths within granite-greenstone terrane are 
controlled by major fault wnes. 

The rapakivi-type granites of the Aldan Shield were emplaeed in an extensional 
tectonie regime in two tectonie settings, one controlled by major fault wnes and the other 
associated with dome-type structures. The petrogenesis of these granites was related to 
reworking of pre-existing, mainly Arehean eontinental erust. 

Fig 1. Map showing tbe rapakivi-type granite 
intrusions and circular structures of the Western 
Aldan Shield. 
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GEOCHRONOLOGY AND ISOTOPE GEOCHEMISTRY OF THE 1.54-1.57 Ga OLD 
SALMI ANORTHOSITE - RAPAKIVI GRANITE BATHOLITH (NORTH LADOGA 
REGION, SOVIET KARELlA) 

NEYMARK, LEONID A., AMELIN, JV. V., LARIN, A.M., and YAKOVLEVA, S.Z., 
Institute of Precambrian Geology and Geochronology, VSSR Academy of Sciences, 
Makarova emb. 2, Leningrad 199034, VSSR 

The Salmi batholith (SB) is situated on the eastern edge of sub latitudinal belt of 
anorthosite-rapakivi granite plutons and is confined to the contact zone between the 
Proterozoic Svecofennian fold area and Fennoscandian Archean craton. Trace element 
concentrations and Pb, Nd, Sr, and V-Pb zircon isotopic systematics were studied in 
different rock types of SB in order to constrain the models of its origin. The following 
results were obtained. 

1. An age difference of about 20 Ma is found between gabbro-anorthosite and 
rapakivi granite assemblages. Zircons separated from pyterlites of the major intrusive 
phase are slightly discordant and demonstrate an upper concordia intercept V-Pb age of 
1543±8(2cr) Ma whereas apatites from anorthosites demonstrate a concordant V-Pb age 
of 1566±4 Ma. Older inherited component is found in air-abraded zircons separated from 
ovoids. Sm-Nd internal isochron for the anorthosite yields 1552±69 Ma and Sm-Nd 
isochron for pyterlites (whoie rocks and REE-rich minerals) 1560±45 Ma. 

2. The initial Nd and Sr and feldspar Pb isotopic composition are identical for both 
assemblages. The following isotopic characteristics have been obtained: low ENd(T) values 
ranging from -6.5 to -7.8, TDM model ages 2.73 to 2.85 Ga, initial 87Sr/86Sr ratios 
0.7052 to 0.7057, and low S&K 112 (8.6 to 9.2) and elevated S&K 1C2 (4.1 to 4.5) values. 
These data demonstrate a marked difference between the isotopic features of SB and all 
other anorthosite-rapakivi granite plutons in the Baltic Shield for which the protolith was 
the newly formed Svecofennian crust (Rämö et al., 1990). The differences may be 
explained by different tectonic setting of the massifs. SB is located within the outer 
continental Svecofennian zone in contact with the Archean craton; an other batholiths 
occur within the inner "oceanic" zone. 

The data suggest that magma generation for SB occurred as a result of a mantle diapir 
interaction with a lower crustal material. Estimates based on the Nd isotopic data show 
that lower crustal component amounts to at least 50%. Further evolution of the melt may 
have resulted in the two complementary (gabbro-anorthosite and rapakivi granite) 
assemblages. 

Reference: 

Rämö, O.T., Huhma, H. & Vaasjoki, M., 1990. Protolith variation in the Proterozoic 
rapakivi granites of eastern Fennoscandia: Nd and Pb isotopes. 7th International 
Conference on Geochronology, Cosmochronology and Isotope Geology Abstract 
Volume, Geological Society of Australia Abstracts, 27, 81. 
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GEOCHEMICAL CHARACTER OF THE SVBPLATFORM GRANITOIDS AND 
GABBROIDS OF THE SOVTHERN SLOPE OF THE BALTIC SHIELD 

PETERSELL, V ALTER, Tallinn Geological Department, Geological Survey of Estonia, 
67 PUck str., 200101 Tallinn, Estonia, VSSR 

On the southern slope of the Baltic Shield, seven small subplatform intrusions of 
granitoids and gabbroids were explored by boring. This group includes the granite -
granodiorite massifs of Ereda, Neeme, Naissaar, Märjamaa, and Taebla, gabbronorites of 
Sigula and gabbro-diorites of Abja. Spatially they are related to deep faults. 

With the exception of the gabbro-diorites, the rocks are porphyritic and 
unmetamorphosed. Granites of the Neeme massif are intersected by fine-grained varieties. 
The gabbro-diorites of the Abja massif are medium-grained, in places weakly gneissic and 
intersected by thin veins of fine-grained plagioclase-microcline granites. In the granitoids 
and gabbroids, apart from Fe and Ti minerals, fluorite, apatite, zircon, also molybdenite 
and other sulphides are common. The age of the granites and granodiorites established by 
K-Ar ranges from 1.62-1.69 Ga and that of the gabbro-diorites of the Abja massif dated 
by V-Pb, is 1635 ± 7 Ma. 

The granitoids and gabbroids are characterized by high contents of Fe, K, F, S, Ti, 
REE, V, and Th, the gabbroids also by high contents of P, Sr, and Ba and by low 
contents of Cr, Ni, and Co. Granitoid analyses, when plotted in Rb-Si02, Yb-Si02, Nb-Y 
diagrams, and gabbroid analyses, when plotted in Ti02/P20 S - K20/(K20+ N~O) and 
K20 - Ti02 - P20 S diagrams, have affinities of plateau type of rocks. The REE spectra 
of the granitoids and gabbroids are quite uniform and show a LREE-enriched chondrite
normalized REE pattern. The distinct Eu minimum typical of rapakivi granites was not 
observed; it is only typical of the more acidic granites of the Erada massif and fine
grained granites of the Neeme massif. The material presented allows correlation of the 
subplatform granitoids and gabbroids with anorthosite-rapakivi-granite formations. 

------------------------- - -- ---
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THE BERDIAUSH RAPAKIVI, MODELS OF CRYSTALLIZATION AND INITIAL 
METASOMATIC TRANSFORMATIONS 

PODKOVYROV, VIKTOR N., Institute of Precambrian Geology and Geochronology, 
USSR Academy of Sciences, Leningrad, 199034, USSR 

The 1.35 Ga Berdiaush pluton that was intruded in an extensional tectonic regime into 
early Riphean platformic sediments in southem Ural includes two rock suites: gabbro
granitic and nepheline-syenitic. There are two main models for the origin of these rocks: 
(1) differentation of subalkalic basic melt and (2) replacement of gabbroic rocks. 

Stochastic modeling of sequences of grains (Or, Q, and PI) shows that the Berdiaush 
rapakivi granites belong usually to slightly metasomatically transformed magmatic granites 
with markovian sequences of second and higher orders. Rare analogues of non
transformed ideal granites also exist. The most common transformations include 
metasomatic replacement of (1) PI; (2) Q and PI, or Or, Q, and PI, more rarely of Q; (3) 
Or and Q, or Or and PI grains. 

Quartz monzonites and syenites show some stochastic features of magmatic rocks, but 
are usually strongly transformed. The observed sequences of Or, Q, and PI, or Or, 
Amph, and PI grains are markovian chains of second and higher orders with metasomatic 
alteration features similar to those established for the granites. The sequence of Or, 
Amph/Py, and Ab grains in the nepheline syenites falls in the category of metasomatically 
transformed rocks. 

The stochastic features of the Berdiaush rapakivi varieties do not contradict the model 
that they were derived from granitic to syenitic melt. This process was accompanied by 
assimilation of basic rocks and, probably, mingling with basic magma. Magmatic or 
metasomatic replacements are not responsible for the formation of rapakivi texture, 
although metasomatic growth of ovoids could take place in solid xenoliths. 
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MAGMATIC EVOLUTION OF RAPAKIVI GRANITES: OBSERVATIONS FROM 
THE SUOMENNIEMI BA THOLITH, SOUTHEASTERN FINLAND 

RÄMö, O. TAPANI, Department of Geology, University of Helsinki, P.O. Box 115, 
SF-00171 Helsinki, Finland 

On the northern flank of the Wiborg batholith in southeastern Finland two 
satellite rapakivi granite batholiths (Ahvenisto and Suomenniemi) are present 
showing intimate temporal and spatial association of acid and basic rocks. In the 
Suomenniemi batholith, acid rocks are predominant and consist of various granite 
types (hornblende-clinopyroxene-fayalite granite, hornblende granite, biotite
hornblende granite, biotite granite, topaz-bearing granite) as well as minor alkali 
feldspar syenite and quartz-feldspar porphyry dykes. 

Nd and Pb isotopic data indicate that the Finnish rapakivi granites were generated 
by reworking of the juvenile (1.9 Ga) Svecofennian crust (Haapala & Rämö, 1990; 
Rämö, 1991). Major and trace element modeling of the granites of the Suomenniemi 
batholith suggests that this particular pluton may have had a granodioritic protolith 
that underwent ca. 20 % melting to yield a felsic (ca. 73% Si02) parental magma. 
Subsequent evolution of the parental magma was possibly controlled by fractionation 
of alkali feld spar , quartz, mafic silicates, and Fe-Ti-oxide (in the ratio 68/15/15/2), 
with trace amounts of apatite, zircon, and allanite. This resulted in a spectrum of 
rocks ranging from cumulates (hornblende granite, biotite-hornblende granite) to 
those precipitated from residualliquids (biotite granite, topaz-bearing granite). 

The granites identified as cumulates are found in the southern and southeastern 
parts of the batholith, whilst those representing liquids are located in its central and 
northwestern parts. Because the Suomenniemi batholith presumably was emplaced 
before the adjacent parts of the Wiborg batholith (Vorma, 1972; Vaasjoki et al., 
1991), this could mean that the intrusion of the latter tilted the Suomenniemi 
batholith to the northwest, and hence the present-day erosional section is deeper in 
the southern and southeastern parts of the batholith. 

References: 

Haapala, I. & Rämö, O.T., 1990. Petrogenesis of the Proterowic rapakivi granites of 
Finland. In Stein H.J. & Hannah J.L. (Editors), Ore-bearing granite systems; 
Petrogenesis and mineralizing processes. Geologica1 Society of America Special 
Paper, 246, 275-286. 

Rämö, O.T., 1991. Petrogenesis of the Proterozoic rapakivi granites and related 
basic rocks of southeastern Fennoscandia: Nd and Pb isotopic and general 
geochemical constraints. Geological Survey of Finland Bulletin, 355, in print. 

Vaasjoki, M., Rämö, O.T. & Sakko, M., 1991. New U-Pb ages from the Wiborg 
rapakivi area: constraints on the temporal evolution of the rapakivi granite -
anorthosite - diabase dyke association of southeastern Finland. In I. Haapala & 
K.C. Condie (Editors), Precambrian granitoids - petrogenesis, geochemistry and 
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ACCESSORY ZIRCON AS INDICATOR OF THE PETROGENESIS OF ROCKS OF 

THE SALMI BATHOLITH (KARELlA) 

ROBUL, B.M., Odessa State University, USSR; and SCHERBAKOVA, T.F., Institute of 

the Lithosphere, Ac. Sci. of the USSR, Moscow, USSR 

Accessory minerals in the biotite-homblende and biotite granites of the Salmi 

batholith were studied using a genetical approach. The habit and anatomy of crystals, type 

of alteration, chemical composition, and type and location of inclusions were used as the 

basis for sorting the generations out. 

Zircon in granites falls into relict and synpetrogenic groups. The latter is composed 

of four generations each of which can be related to a specific stage in the evolution of the 

granites (early magmatic, late-magmatic, pneumatolytic, and hydrothermal). Relict zircon 

is present in ovoidal granites in which the late magmatic generation is, however, the 

prevailing one. In porphyric and medium-grained biotite granites the pneumatolytic 

generation is the most abundant. Abundance of the hydrothermal generation increases 

from ovoidal through porphyritic to medium-grained granites . 

It is suggested that the occurrence of the various zircon generations can be used to 

constrain the origin of the granites under study. The ovoidal variety was generated as a 

result of anatexis of some primary siliceous magmatic rock. Porphyritic and medium

grained granites are genetically connected with the ovoidal variety being the differentiation 

products of the anatectic melt. 
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K20-SI02 RELATIONSHIPS AND THE POSSISLE IMPORTANCE OF C02 IN 
THE PRODUCTION OF GRANITES IN RING COMPLEXES 

ROGERS, JOHN J.W., Department of Geology, CS #3315, University of North 
Carolina, Chapel Hili, North Carolina 27599-3315, USA 

A elassifieation of rapakivi and related biotite granites by Rogers and 
Greenberg (1990) proposed three different varieties: 1) late-orogenie granites, 
fraetionated trom ealealkaline batholithie magmas; 2) post-orogenie granites, 
formed by melting of matie/intermediate igneous rocks underplated at the base 
ot the erust during preeeding subduetion; 3) anorogenie granites, formed in 
stable eratonie areas mueh later than preeeding orogenie events. The 
anorogenie granites were further distinguished between rapakivi granites in 
anorthosite eomplexes and granites assoeiated with alkaline ring eomplexes 
(with or without assoeiated anorthosites). 

Further investigation has demonstrated a eonsistent negative relationship 
between abundanees of K20 and Si02 in the granites of ring eomplexes 
(diagram below). This eompositional relationship is possible only by 
equilibration of the magma with biotite, with most of the K in the granite being 
supplied by biotite eomponent. Preferential melting of biotite in systems of 
granitie eomposition, or retention of biotite in the magma during erystallization, 
may be the result of equilibration with fluid phases that are mixtures of H20 
and C02, with higher C02 contents destabilizing biotite mineral (Peterson and 
Newton, 1990). The possibility that C02 partly eontrols the eompositional 
relationships in granites is eonsistent with the well-known importanee of C02 
in the evolution of alkaline eomplexes. 

References 

Peterson, J.W. and Newton, R.C., 1990, Experimental biotite-quartz melting in 
the KMASH-C02 system and the role of C02 in the petrogenesis of granites 
and related rocks: Ameriean Mineralogist, v. 75, p. 1029-1042. 
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anorogenie granites: Distinetion by major-element and traee-element 
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THE USE OF THE RAPAKIVI GRANITES AS BUILDING MATERIAL 

RUNDQUIST, NATALIA D., Central Geological Museum, Sredney pr. 74, Leningrad, 
199026, USSR 

Rapakivi granites are excellent natural building materials . They can be used for all 
types of building constructions where the natural stones are applied: (1) as a lining plates 
for internal and extern al decorations of the buildings; (2) as a high strength material for 
steps of stairs, floor tiles etc; (3) as monolith blocks for pedestals of monuments, pillars 
etc. 

Rapakivi granites are long-term, high decorative stones which are characterized by 
good physico-mechanical properties - high strength, hardness, frost-resistance, low water 
absorption and porosity. The longevity is one of the most important characteristics of 
natural building stones and is determined by mineral compositions and the rock texture. In 
addition to the above factors, the longevity depends on the type of processing of the 
surface. 

More than two and a half centuries rapakivi granites of the Wiborg massif were used 
widely and are still used, in construction of Petersburg-Leningrad. At first, from 1720 till 
1850's such varieties of rapakivi granites as wiborgites and pyterlites from the deposits of 
the city of Monrepo, Rogolevskoe, Laitsalmi and Pyterlahti were used . At the end of the 
last century new deposits of the rapakivi granites were discovered. Quarrying of such 
types as trachytoid rapakivi (Vozrogdenie deposit) and wiborgite (Erkily deposit) has 
continued until present time. 

The estimations of longevity for rapakivi granites of the Wiborg massif show that the 
signs of destruction in these rocks would appear after 220 to 350 years and the complete 
destruction would be reached after 1300 to 1500 years. However, fine- to medium-grained 
equigranular granites which are less ovoid-containing have a greater longevity and are 
more resistant to destruction. 

The large reserves of the rapakivi granite deposits, accessibility for excavation, 
possibility to produce big and even huge monoliths as weil as the high decoration and 
technical properties of these granites would cause a more wide application of rapakivi as a 
natural building material. 
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ON THE PROBLEM OF THE FORMATION OF OVOIDS IN GRANITES: EVIDENCE 
FROM MINERAL COMPOSITION 

RUNDQUIST, NATALlA D., Central Geological Museum, Sredney pr., 74, Leningrad, 
199026, USSR; BEL Y AEV, ANATOLlY M., Department of Geology, University of 
Leningrad, University emb., 7, Leningrad, 199034, USSR; and SUTCLIFFE, RICHARD 
H., University of Western Ontario, London, Canada, N6A 5B7 

The main types of ovoid-containing granites from the Wiborg (Soviet part) and 
Salmi batholiths were examined to determine the mode in which the ovoids were formed. 
The typical rapakivi texture appears in a variety of granite from the Wiborg batholith 
known as wiborgite - biotite-hornblende granite with medium to coarse (4-12 cm) ovoids 
of potash feldspar mantled by plagioclase and containing inclusions of mafic minerals with 
a concentric distribution. The presence of at least two generations of rock-forming 
minerals in the groundmass is also a specific characteristic of wiborgite. Variations of the 
features mentioned above occur in other ovoid-containing granite types of these batholits . 

Potash feldspar ovoids are characterized by zonal structure. The general trend of 
decreasing Ba, Na, Sr, and K/Rb and increasing K, Rb from the core to margin of the 
ovoid was identified. Local alterations of K content of the ovoids are recorded, especially 
in the middle parts of coarse ovoids from wiborgites. Mafic mineral inclusions in the 
ovoids are also zoned, with hornblende predominating in the central zones and biotite in 
the marginal zones . The inclusions vary systematically in composition with increasing 
FeOtot and K and decreasing Mg, Na, (and Ca in hornblende) from the core to the edge of 
the ovoids. The mafic minerals of the groundmass are similar in composition to inclusions 
of mafic minerals in the peripher al zones of the ovoids and the plagioclase rims. The 
plagioclase inclusions in the ovoids show normal zoning inside the grains and are enriched 
in the albite component to the edge of the ovoids. The two-feldspar geothermometer 
indicates a decrease in crystallization temperature from the central parts of the ovoids 
(720-7800C) to the marginal parts (580-600°C) and to the groundmass (520-5400C). 

The data provide evidence that the magmatic differentiation had a special importance 
during formation of the ovoids. In the initial period, the cores of ovoids crystallized, 
while in the terminal period, the crystallization of the marginal parts of the ovoids and of 
the groundmass was realized. However, the complexity of ovoid composition and 
structure, abundance of different types of inclusions in the ovoids, and presence of several 
generations of rock-forming minerals in the groundmass indicate the lengthy and 
heterogeneous crystallization history of rapakivi granites. The process of formation of 
ovoids consists of rhythmically repeated stages of crystallization (potash feldspar -
plagioclase - quartz - hornblende - biotite) which were caused by fluctuation of 
thermodynamic parameters and variations in melt composition. The prolonged, repeated 
stages of crystallization of minerals in rapakivi granites resulted in the formation of 
rounded, coarse potash feldspar ovoids with the zonal internal structure in which abundant 
mineral inclusions occur. The peculiarities of rapakivi granite formation are connected 
with the specific geological situation characterized by the transition from the orogenie 
regime to the stage cratonization. 
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THE JAALA-IITTI RAPAKIVI COMPLEX; AN EXAMPLE OF BIMODAL 
MAGMATISM AND HYBRIDIZATION IN THE WIBORG RAPAKIVI BATHOLITH, 
FINLAND 

SALONSAARI, PEKKA T. and HAAPALA, ILMARI, Department of Geology, 
University ofHelsinki, P.O. Box 115, SF-00171, Helsinki, Finland 

The dyke-like Jaala-Iitti rapakivi complex is located in the northwestern part of the 
Wiborg rapakivi batholith and intrudes both the Svecofennian (1.9 Ga) country rocks and 
the rapakivi granites. The E-W trending complex is about 25 km in length and up to 2 km 
in width. The Jaala-Iitti complex shows evidence of coeval existence of basic (diabase) 
and silicic (rapakivi) magmas which produced variable mingling and hybridization 
phenomena in the epizonal - subvolcanic environment of the complex. 

The main part of the Jaala-Iiui rapakivi complex consists of intermediate 
heterogeneous porphyritic rocks (63 to 68 wt. % Si02) called "hornblende rapakivi". It is 
a hybrid rock generated by mingling (and mixing) of rapakivi and diabase magmas and 
contains local concentrations of alkali feldspar megacrysts and zoned plagioclase (An20 to 
An40). The alkali feldspar megacrysts are usually rounded , up to 10 cm in a diameter, and 
often consist of several sectorially intergrown units; sometimes they are strongly 
corroded. Frequently, the alkali feldspar megacrysts are mantled by micrographic 
plagioclase - quartz ± alkali feldspar intergrowths, formed by reactions between the 
hybrid magma and the alkali feldspar megacrysts. Amphibole-mantled quartz grains and 
aggregates are relatively common in the hybrid rock. 

The hybrid rock contains also varying amounts of rounded mafic (diabase) enclaves, 
usually several centimetres in a diameter. Many of the enclaves contain alkali feldspar and 
quartz xenocrysts derived from the porphyritic rock. All this indicates that the basic 
magma intruded into viscous, partially crystallized rapakivi magma. 

A minor part of the complex consists of tirilite-like dark hornblende-biotite 
(± fayalite) rapakivi and nearly homogeneous quartz-bearing diabase (57 to 61 wt. % 
SiO~ with plagioclase grains and alkali feldspar ovoids. No pure basaltic member is 
present in the complex. The most silicic rock is a hornblende-free, fluorite-bearing quartz
feldspar porphyry (76 wt. % Si02) which is found in a small area in the eastern part of the 
complex. 

All the hybrid members in the Jaala-Iitti complex are strongly enriched in LREE 
([La/YblN 9.0 to 11.6) and show negative Eu anomalies with (Sm/Eu)N of 2.0 to 2.8 
demonstrating the dominating role of the rapakivi magmas in the bimodal system. The 
quartz-feldspar porphyry shows deeper Eu anomaly ([Sm/Eu]N 14.1) than the hybrid 
rocks and it has a more flattened HREE pattern with (Gd/Yb)N of 0.9 and (La/Yb)N of 
6.2. 
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PETROGENETIC IMPLICATIONS OF CaO-Sr-Eu COVARIANCES IN RAPAKIVI 
GRANITES 

SIBIYA, VICTOR B., University of Botswana, P/Bag 0022, Gaborone, Botswana 

Mass balance equations are applied to positively and linearly correlated CaO, Sr, and 
Eu analyses obtained from several rapakivi granites which occur in southeastern 
Botswana. It is shown by using reasonable simplifications of the equations that the data 
imply a covariance of Eu with the bulk distribution coefficient of the anatectic residua. 
This in turn permits an approximation of the changes of the compatible elements Sr and 
Eu during the formation of rapakivi granites. 

The melting-out of potash feldspar and the stability of plagioclase are inferred to be 
unique anatectic conditions under which rapakivi melts can form. This inference based on 
the minor elements Sr and Eu is consistent with experimental data on the instability of 
two-feldspar, quartz-bearing rocks assemblages under the high pressures and temperatures 
prevailing in thickened continental crust. The mineralogy and the Eu and Sr geochemistry 
of granitoids from high grade terrains support this notion. 
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P-T ENVIRONMENT OF CRYSTALLIZATION OF QUARTZ IN GRANITES OF THE 
SALMI RAPAKIVI BATHOLITH IN KARELIA, USSR 

SONYUSHKIN, V.E.; SUKHORUKOV, YU.T.; and TCHERBAKOVA, T.F., Istitute of 
the Lithosphere, Moscow, 109180, Staromonetny 22, USSR 

The Salmi rapakivi batholith is composed of three main granite varieties: (1) ovoid 
coarse-grained, (2) medium-grained, and (3) albite fine-grained. Quartz in the first variety 
is represented mainly by light-smoky anhedral grains, in the second variety by black 
euhedral crystals, and in the third by euhedral smoky and light-coloured grains. Fluid and 
mineral inclusions were studied by thermobarometry, electron microscopy, and energy 
dispersion X-ray spectral microanalysis. Inclusions composed of biotite, plagioclase, 
quartz, and a separate fluid phase were recognised in the quartz of the ovoid granites. 
Temperature of crystallization of these inclusions was 600-6500C and pressure 2.5 kbar. 
The quartz in the medium-grained granites includes small pores and crystals of plagioclase 
and biotite. The trapping temperature of primary water-salt gas-liquid inclusions in this 
zone was 4500C and pressure of 1.5 kbar. Quartz in the albite granites contains water-salt 
gas-liquid inclusions with trapping temperature of 4200C and pressure of 1 kbar. Evidence 
of substitution of potassium feldspar by quartz is present in the medium-grained and albite 
granites. 

The contents of lithophile elements and fluorine increase and the KlRb and K/Na 
ratios decrease in the sequence ovoid granite - medium-grained granite - albite granite. In 
comparison with the ovoid granites which were formed by slow crystallization at higher 
temperature and pressure, the medium-grained granites were crystallized in an open or a 
semi-open environment in the endocontact zone of the batholith by partial loss of volatile 
components. The albite granites were formed in the exocontact zone in an environment of 
considerable accumulation where volatile components took place. 
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COMPARISON OF THE TECTONIC SETTING AND MAGMATIC 
AFFILIATIONS OF RAPAKIVI GRANITES TO RAPAKlVI-BEARING 
VOLCANIC ROCKS IN THE WESTERN U.S. 

STIMAC, J.A., Dept. of Geol., Queen's University, Kingston, CANADA K7L 
3N6, and JACOBS, D., Unocal, P.O. Box 76, Brea, California, USA 92621 

Rapakivi texture (sensu lato) occurs in both plutonic and volcanic rocks. In 
volcanic rocks, mantled sanidine occurs primarily in hybrid rhyodacite, dacite, and 
trachyte lavas that form part of continental volcanic complexes that are otherwise 
bimodal (mafic-felsic). Two wen documented examples of recently active systems 
with known tectonic settings are the Clear Lake Volcanics (CLV), California, and 
the eastern San Francisco Volcanics, Arizona (SFV). In both cases magmatism is 
anorogenic (not directly related to subduction), although subduction was previously 
active. Furthermore chemical and isotopic evidence indicates that anatexis or 
crustal assimilation by mafic precursors played a key role in silicic magma 
genesis. These features are similar to those characteristic of rapakivi granite 
massifs (Haapala and Rämö, 1990; Emslie, in press), but differences in magma 
chemistry between volcanic and plutonic examples are more notable. 

The CLV « 2 Ma) are related to "leaky" transform faults of the San 
Andreas system and northward migration of the Mendocino tripie junction, with 
volcanism localized near the currently active Clear Lake transtentional basin 
(Hearn et al., 1988). The CLV are calcic to calc-alkaline and bear clear 
similarities to subduction-related suites. Rapakivi texture occurs in voluminous 
hybrid rhyodacite and dacite lavas (Stimac and Wark, this volume). 

The SFV « 5 Ma) are located on the SW margin of the Colorado Plateau, 
near its transition to the Basin and Range. Magmatism there may result from 
mantle upwelling unrelated to crustal processes, or alternatively, to deep-seated 
rifting and detachment associated with Basin and Range extension. The SFV are 
dominated by mafic lavas (AOB) with local composite silicic centers (trachyte to 
rhyolite). They are high-K calc-alkaline to alkaline in chemistry. Rapakivi texture 
occurs in the hybrid trachyte to rhyodacite lavas of O'Leary Peak (Bladh, 1980; 
Bloomfield and Arculus, 1989). 

The primary requirements for formation of rapakivi texture in both volcanic 
and plutonic rocks appear to be: 1) development of continental bi modal magmatism 
(basalt-rhyolite) with the felsic end-member containing abundant K-feldspar, and 2) 
protracted crystallization histories including open-system processes such as mafic
felsic magma interaction. These requirements appear to be achieved in areas of 
mantle upwelling focused by local extension, where mafic heat input ultimately 
leads to recycling of crust and sustains development of silicic magmatism. 
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THE ORIGIN AND IMPLICATIONS OF PLAGIOCLASE MANTLES ON 
SANIDINE IN SILICIC VOLCANIC ROCKS, CLEAR LAKE, CALIFORNIA 

STIMAC, J.A., Dept. of Geol., Queen's University, Kingston, CANADA K7L 
3N6, and WARK, D.A., Dept. of Geol., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, 
NY, USA 12180 

At Clear Lake, California, mixed dacite lavas contain sanidine mantled by 
oligoclase that closely resembles rapakivi-textured feldspar in granites. Dissolution 
and mantling of sanidine by plagioclase is one of many disequilibrium textures in 
these lavas resulting from mafic-felsic magma interaction. Mantling of sanidine by 
plagioclase may occur directly in mixed magmas due to shifts in the composition 
and temperature, or indirect1y in crystal-rich silicic magmas influenced by thermal 
underplating by mafic magma, or mafic-felsic hybridization in adjacent regions of 
the magmatic system. Other silicic lavas containing mantled sanidine also show 
evidence for mafic-felsic magma interaction. 

Textural and compositional similarities between rapakivi-textured feldspars 
in extrusive and intrusive rocks suggest they have a common origin. Moreover, 
modification of early-formed textures due to protracted crystallization, subsolidus 
reactions, and metasomatic-hydrothermal alteration in the plutonic environment 
account for most of the observed differences between extrusive and intrusive 
examples of rapakivi texture. The association of coeval mafic rocks and evidence 
for mafic-felsic magma interaction in many intrusive rocks containing rapakivi 
texture confirms that magma mixing plays a role in its formation in so me plutonic 
rocks (Hibbard, 1981; Bussy, 1990). Other processes leading to formation of 
rapakivi texture may include changes in total pressure or water pressure during 
magma ascent, fractionation, or degassing (Whitney, 1975; Cherry and Trembath, 
1978; Nekvasil, 1990). Regardless of the exact cause of K-feldspar instability , 
textural evidence from volcanic rocks and experiments (Wark and Stimac, this 
volume) indicates that development of rapakivi texture is controlled by cation 
diffusion in a dissolution boundary layer developed on K-feldspar. Overgrowths 
appear to form in a two-stage process that involves initial epitaxial nucleation of 
plagioclase on sanidine, followed by simultaneous dissolution of sanidine and 
inward growth of plagioclase. 
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SUBALKALINE GRANITOIDS OF THE CENTRAL PART OF THE UKRAINIAN 
SHIELD: ON THE PROBLEM OF OROGENIC-ANOROGENIC CHARACTERISTICS 
OF PROTEROZOIC GRANITOIDS 

SUKHORUKOV, YU. T., Institute of the Lithosphere, Moscow, 109180, USSR; and 
SVESHNIKOV, K. 1., Lvov University, Lvov, 290005, USSR 

Proterozoic granitoids of the area are subdivided into three complexes: (1) the 
Kirovograd complex of calc-alkaline gneissose granites and migmatites, (2) the 
Novoukrainian complex of subalkaline potassium-rieh hypersthene- and garnet-bearing 
quartz monzonites and granites, and (3) the Korsun-Novomirgorod anorthosite-rapakivi 
granite complex. The Kirovograd complex is represented by concordant bodies, typieal of 
orogenie granitoids. The Voznesensky massif of the Novoukrainian complex is a narrow 
lense-like concordant body with trachytoid structure. The Novoukrainian massif has an 
oval dome-like shape and well-developed trachytoid structure. The Korsun-Novomirgorod 
massif is an elongated dome-like body, composed of massive rocks. By structural criteria, 
the Voznesensky and to a lesser extent the Novoukrainian massifs can be assigned to 
orogenie granitoids, but by other criteria they are closer to anorogenie granitoids. Both 
orogenie massifs, as weIl as the anorogenie Korsun-Novomirgorod have several common 
features in, whieh do not fit easily into the orogenie-anorogenic classification. They are: 
(1) confinement to the same controlling fault zones, (2) similar properties (low values of 
density, gravity, low basicity), (3) geochronological proximity (the Novoukranian 
granitoids - 2.0 Ga, the rapakivi granites - 1.77 Ga), (4) iron rieh, with similar average 
contents of major and minor elements, (5) mineral associations, corresponding to magma 
generation in a high P-T "granulite" environment, and (6) intrusive allochtonous 
mechanism of magma emplacement. Thus, the subalkaline granitoids of the 
Novoukrainian complex possess some structural features of orogenie and some other 
characteristics of anorogenic type, similar to those of the Korsun-Novomirgorod rapakivi 
massif. 
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GEOLOGICAL, GEOCHEMICAL AND ISOTOPIC CONTROL OF A 
PROTEROZOIC Mo-Cu-BEARING GRANITE AT MARCINKONYS, 
SOUTHERN LITHUANIA 

SUNDBLAD, K., MANSFELD, J., AHL, M., Department of geology and 
geochemistry, Stockholm university, S-106 91 Stockholm, Sweden, MOTUZA, G., 
Geological survey of Lithuania, Konarskio str. 35, Vilnius, Lithuania, and 
CLAESSON, S., Swedish museum ofNatural History, S-104 05 Stockholm, Sweden 

A number of Precambrian plutonic rocks (including granitoids, syenites, gabbros 
and anorthosites) of uncertain age and setting are known in the southeastern 
continuation of the Fennoscandian Shield, i.e. in areas overlain by Phanerozoic cover 
rocks to the east of the Baltic Sea. Some of the plutons in this region (the Mazury and 
Suwalki massifs, Poland as well as the Kamenskij, Mostovskij and Vygodskilj 
massifs, Belorussia) were classified rapakivi-like granites by Velikoslavinskij et al. 
(1978) but an origin related to migmatization processes has also been suggested for 
some of the potassium-rich massifs in the region (see e.g. Bulkin, 1989). Granitoids 
genetically related to migmatization processes in western Belorussia have yielded U-Pb 
ages of ::::1.8 Ga (Sjtjerbak et al., 1990), i.e. comparable to many of the late- to post
Svecofennian granitoids in Sweden and Finland. In this contribution, a Proterozoic 
Mo-Cu-bearing potassium-rich granitoid massif, located at the LithuanianlBelorussian 
border some 100 kilometres southwest of Vilnius, is described with respect to major 
and trace element geochemistry, REE pattern as well as U-Pb, Pb-Pb and Sm-Nd 
systematics. The massif, known as the Marcinkonys granite, can be followed in drill 
cores along a NE-SW-trending structure from southern Lithuania towards the 
Kamenskij massif in northwestern Belorussia, and the results obtained here may thus 
also be applicable to the Belorussian potassium-rich granitoids. 

The Marcinkonys granite is undefonned and the well-preserved coarse-grained 
texture lacks completely "wiborgitic" ovoids. The major and trace element contents 
indicate a peraluminous, I-type chemistry with granitic to adamellitic composition. 
Preliminary zircon U-Pb data indicate a possible age of ::::1.5 Ga, significantly younger 
than granitoids fonned from migmatization processes in western Belorussia. The 
mineralized part consists of a 20 meters thick section of metasomatically altered 
granitoids with %-grades of Cu and Mo, but very low contents of Pb, Zn, Sn, W, Bi, 
Fand Be. The REE-pattern of the unmineralized granite shows a marked LREE 
enrichment, a weak negative Eu anomalyand a relatively flat HREE trend, which is 
reminiscent of some parts of the ore. However, most parts of the ore show a much 
flaner REE-trend indicating an ore-forming system in 'disequilibrium with the host rock 
granite. Sm-Nd and Pb-Pb isotope data will be presented at the symposium. 

All these features (petrography, chemistry, REE-pattern, age and metallogenetic 
characteristics) indicate that there is no obvious correlation for the Marcinkonys granite, 
neither with the anorogenic rapakivi granites in southern Finland nor with other late- or 
post-Svecofennian granitoids in the Fennoscandian Shield. 
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THE KÖKARSFJ ÄRDEN RAP AKIVI PLUTON, KÖKAR, ALAND ISLANDS, 
SW FINLAND 

SUOMINEN, VELI, Geological Survey of Finland, SF 02150 Espoo, Finland 

The Kökarsfjärden rapakivi pluton lies in the outermost Aland archipelago in 
the Baltic sea, ca 20 km SE to the nearest point of the Aland rapakivi batholith. 
The area of the pluton, interpreted from the elear, even, negative aeromagnetic 
anomaly over the whole pluton, is about 500 km2

• Only 21 outcrops are above 
sea level, or elose to it. No contacts are known in outcrop, but angular 
granodiorite inelusions of country rock suggest the proximity of the contacts on 
two skerries. 

The Kökarsfjärden rapakivi has a coarse-grained porphryritic texture. 
U nmantled orthoelase ovoids are common. Both ovoids and angular megacrysts 
occur, often in equal proportions. The matrix is medium grained. There are 
some minor modal and textural variations in different parts of the pluton, but 
due to the few outcrops it is difficult to divide the pluton in distinct intrusions 
based on texture . There is not any elear unambiquous preferred orientation in 
the porphyry and ovoid megacrysts. The weak orientation that can be measured 
on some outcrops provides insufficient information to draw conelusions about 
intrusion mechanics and subdivision of the pluton. Sederholm (1934) seemed to 
prefer a division of the pluton in two parts, based on the small textural 
differences in the pluton. 

The U-Pb age on zircon fractions is 1574+ 14 Ma; the same as that for the 
other rapakivi intrusions in SW Finland. The pluton is surrounded by 
Svecofennian (1880+20 Ma) rocks. Narrow, joint filling, Cambrian sandstone 
dykes occur on some of the skerries similar to other occurrences in the Aland 
area. Based on this observation, Sederholm already was able to elassify the 
rapakivi granites to be Precambrian. 

One narrow topaz bearing veinlet has been found, but no signs of 
greisenization. 

Reference: Sederholm, J.J., 1934. On migmatites and associated Pre
Cambrian rocks of southwestern Finland. Part fiI. The Aland Islands. Bull. 
Comm. geol. Finlande 107, 68 p. 
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THE EVOLUTION OF THE FLUID PHASE DURING THE CRYSTALLIZATION OF 
GRANITE TYPES: SALMI PLUTON, USSR 

SVIRIDENKO, L.P., Academy of Science, Karelian Research Center, Institute of 
Geology, USSR 

The fluid compositions of the main petrographie varieties of the Salmi pluton are 
similar, as indicated by chromatographie analysis. This is consistent with their 
petrographie composition. The ovoidal types of rapakivi are characterized by higher CO2 , 

CO, and CH4 concentrations and lower H20 concentrations as compared to non-ovoid 
types. The fluid composition of topaz-bearing granites is comparable to that in Iithium
fluorine granites in general and is, as in cogenetic equigranular biotite granites, 
characterized by low concentration of ions and low oxidation state. The mole fraction of 
carbon group gases (C02 , CO, CH4) decreases and that of H20 increases in all granites 
from early crystallizing minerals (potash feldspar , quartz) to those of late crystallization 
(hornblende, biotite). Both ovoidal and non-ovoidal granites began to crystallize when 
PFl < PTot' but non-ovoid granites, which crystallized in a wider temperature range, 
reached conditions of PFl > > PTot and probably PPl> PTot at the final stage. 

Composition differences between ovoid biotite-hornblende and non-ovoid biotite 
granites are due to differences in the protolith composition. It was only during the 
formation of the topaz-bearing Iithian siderophyllite granites that separation of a fluid 
phase played an important role in the magma evolution of the Salmi pluton. 

L--_______________ - - -
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CONTRASTED GRANITOID OCCURRENCES WITH RAPAKIVI AFFINITIES 
IN BASEMENT AREAS OF THE STATES OF SAO PAULO AND MINAS G~ 
RAIS, SOUTHEASTERN BRAZIL. 

ULBRICH, HORSTPETER; JANASI, VALDECIR, and VLACH, SILVIO 
R.F., Instituto de Geociencias, USP, C.P. 20.899, 01498 
Sao Paulo, SP, Brazil. 

Two main groups of granitoids with rapakivi affinities 
are recognized in southeastern Brazil: the wiborgitic sye
nogranites that appear in the late- to post-Brasiliano Itu 
belt in Sao Paulo (ca. 620-580 Ma) and the pre-Brasiliano 
gneissic mangerite-granite Sao Jose do Rio Pardo suite in 
southern Minas Gerais and northern Sao Paulo. 

The Itu granitoid belt, formed after the major Brasi
liano deformation, cuts across the boundaries between geo
logic domains. Contrasted granitoids occur in the belt. An 
association dominated by "A-type" , coarse-grained to por
phyroid, partly wiborgitic biotite (± hastingsite) syeno
granites is distinctive; accessory minerals are zircon, 
allanite, titanite and fluorite. It includes more differ
entiated equigranular facies, sometimes with muscovite and 
topaz; locally, post-magmatic alteration produced some 
cassiterite and wolframite ore in quartz veins and grei
sens. The above association shows close spatial relation
ship with coeval(?) high-K calc-alkaline granitoids akin 
to Caledonian I-types, with predominant biotite (±horn
blende) monzogranites. Field evidence indicates that the 
emplacement of both was controlled by a set of strike-slip 
faults and associated structures. Also similar are presen~ 
ly available 87Sr /86sr initial ratios (ca. 0.706-0.707). 
Several features thus suggest a common genetic mechanism 
for both suites. 

The Sao Jose do Rio Pardo suite occurs in an alloch
thonous high-grade metamorphic terrane as large folded 
tabular bodies (thicknesses up to 500 m) interleaved with 
migmatitic ortho- and paragneisses. Rock compositions vary 
continuously from mangerite to granite; more evolved holo
leucocratic granites are locally present. Chemical affinity 
with the classical rapakivi association is indicated by 
major element (high K, Fe/Mg ratios; low Ca) and trace 
element (high Zr, Nb, REE, etc.) chemistry. Primary mag
matic textures and mineralogy were strongly modified by 
metamorphism. K feldspar occurs as large mesoperthites and 
accompanying homogeneous oligoclase in granoblastic grounQ 
mass; ferrosilite and hedenbergite appear in mangerites, 
and Fe-rich hastingsitic hornblende in granites. Accessory 
minerals are magnetite, zircon, apatite and allanite. Rb
Sr ages (ca.650 Ma) are the result of the strong Brasiliano 
overprint. This suite is interpreted as the metamorphosed 
remnant of an old (ca.IOOO Ma?) anorogenic magmatism. 
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TUE SUITABILITY OF TUE DIFFERENT RAPAKIVI TYPES FROH TUE 
WIBORG RAPAKIVI BATUOLITU TO ASPHALT CONCRETE PAVEMENTS 

VALLIUS, PEKKA, Finnish National Road Administration, Kymi 
District, P.O. Box 13, SF-45101 Kouvola, Finland 

The rapakivi granites of wiborg batholith in Finnish 
part are predominantly coarse-grained porphyritic rocks 
(almost 90 %). These varieties are wiborgite, dark-coloured 
wiborgite, pyterlite and porphyritic rapakive granite. In 
addition to the above porphyritic varieties, there are 
even-grained biotite rapakivi, the grey rapakivi of Kymi, 
even-grained hornblende rapakivi, dark-coloured, even-grai
ned rapakivi, porphyry aplite and quartz porphyry dykes. 

The most important factors which have effects to the 
strength and wearing resistance of the mineral aggregates 
are mineral composition, solidity, rate of decay and the 
textura I features. The textura I features include grain size 
and shape of the minerals and contact relationships of the 
grains. 

The varieties of rapakivi granites differ from each 
other mainly in textural features, sOlidity and rate of 
decay but also to some extent in mineralogical composition. 
The main minerals of all the rapakivi varieties are 
potassium feldspar (40-70 %), quartz (10-40 %) and 
plagioclase (5-25 %). Hornblende is the only mafic main 
mineral in some even-grained hornblende granites. About the 
different rapakivi types abundant microjointing and 
weathering are typical of porphyritic varieties and 
especially dark-coloured, even-grained rapakivi granites 
(tirilite) . 

Regarding in tectural features there are differences 
between the different rapakivi types but also within the 
types. The most important textura I feature is the grain 
Slze. The grain size is changing from almost fine grained 
to coarse grained (most typical) especially within even
grained biotite rapakivi and even-grained hornblende 
rapakivi. . 

About the strength and wearing resistance of the mineral 
aggregates the most important mineral is quartz, especially 
the drop quartz and the concave quartz. These quartz types 
(~ 0.05-0.3 mm) occur rarely in porphyritic varieties but 
they are common in even-gralned biotite rapakivi, porphyry 
aplite and especially in the even-grained hornblende 
rapakivi dyke of Jaala - Iitti. 

Kymi District's main roads, classes I and 11, have an 
overall length of 658 km. Some 40 km of the main roads 
carry very heavy traffic, more than 10,000 vehicles daily. 
There is heavy traffic, 5,000 to 10,000 on 190 km. All the 
main roads are asphalt concrete roads. 

The minimum quality cl ass of crushed aggregates is A to 
asphalt concrete roads if the main roads carry very heavy 
traffic. Only the very few fine grained even-grained 
biotite rapakivi granites have a quality class A and also 
mostly the rapakivi dyke of Jaala - Iitti. The main roads 
which have heavy traffic, the minimum quality cl ass is I. 
In addition to foregoing rapakivi types only porphyry 
aplites and some tirilites have a quality class I. For 
other main roads the minimum quality class of crushed 
aggregates is 11. Less than 5 % of the bedrock of Wiborg 
batholith is suited to asphalt concrete pavements. 
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BIOTITE FROM RAPAKIVI 

VELIKOSLA VINSKIY, D.A., Institute of Precambrian Geology and Geochronology, 

USSR Academy of Sciences, P.O. Box 199034, Leningrad, USSR 

Rapakivi granites which themselves are exotic by their composition contain no less 

exotic biotites. In this paper biotites from classical anorogenic anorthosite-rapakivi plutons 
in the Baltic and Ukrainian shields are considered. 

The Wiborg and Salmi plutons contain four granitoid intrusive phases: (1) Lappee 
granite (mineral paragenesis Cpx-Hbl-Bt-PI-KFsp-Q), (2) ovoidal rapakivi (Hbl-Bt-PI
KFsp-Q), (3) trachitoid or even-grained rapakivi (Bt-PI-KFsp-Q), and (4) porphyritic 
rapakivi (Bt-PI-KFsp-Q); albitization and greisenization are later superimposed 

autometasomatic processes . 
Composition of biotites were plotted in three diagrams. In the diagram 

(AI+ Fe3 + + Ti)-(Fe2 + +Mn)-Mg proposed by M.D. Foster (1960, Fig. 12) ovoidal 

rapakivi biotites occupy vacant area between fields of biotites from other rock types. 
In A.N. Winchell's diagram annite-siderophyllite-phlogopite-eastonite (Winchell, 

1933, Fig. 199), in contrast to biotites from post-Ladogian granites and other granitoids 
types, biotites from rapakivi occupy a narrow zone of compositions most enriched in total 
iron. From the diagram decrease af annite and increase of siderophyllite components from 
earlier to later rapakivi phases can be seen. 

In the diagram (AI+Fe3 +)-(Mg+Fe2 ++Mn)-Ti proposed by the author of the 

abstract for metamorphic rocks biotites from ovoidal rapakivi occupy field of granulite 
facies whereas biotites from later intrusive phases occupy the fields of lower facies 

(Velikoslavinsky, 1972, Fig. 29). 
All the data witness decrease of temperature of biotite crystallization from earlier 

intrusive phases to later ones. In the same direction K/Rb ratio and content of lithium 
increase. 
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NOBLE GAS ISOTOPES IN THE RAPAKIVI, RAPAKIVI-LIKE GRANITES, AND 
CHARNOCKITES OF THE BALTIC SHIELD: TRACES OF MANTLE FLUIDS IN 
GRANITIC ROCKS 

VETRIN, VALERY; KAMENSKY, IGOR; and TOLSTIKHIN, IGOR, Geological 
Institute, Kola Science Center of USSR Academy of Sciences, Apatity 184200, USSR 

One of the criteria of genesis of rapakivi granites is their 3He/4He ratio, which varies 
from mantle values (> 10-5) down to the radiogenic values (-10-8). 

Amphiboles from rapakivi granites and Upper Archean anorogenic granites of the 
Baltic shield contain helium with 3He/4He ratio which does not exceed (0.025-0.045)*10-
6, Le. it corresponds to the radiogenic values . Significantly greater range of 3He/4He 
variations is observed in amphiboles from Proterozoic anorogenic granites, where it 
increases from phase I subalkalic gabbros (0.026-0.040)*10-6 toward the phase 11 
porphyritic granites (0.49*10-6) and phase V syenites (1.6*10-6). Amphibole from the 
latter contain helium with 3He/4He ratio approaching the values observed in some 
contemporary basic and alkaline volcanites from African and Iceland rift zones. The low 
3He/4He ratios in the phase I subalkalic gabbros are caused by intensive contamination of 
the melts by crustal fluids enriched in the radiogenic 4He isotope. 

Amphil]oles from an enderbite complex in the middle part of the Kola Peninsula are 
characterized by high helium concentrations and relatively constant ratios of 3He/4He 
(0.18-0.21)*10-6 , approaching the values of helium in pyroxenes and parent rocks. 
Contribution of mantle 3He is almost 100% (that of 4He is about 0.05%) . 
Metamorphogenic amphiboles that formed in granulitic metamorphism of the charnockites 
show 3He/4He ratios dose to the radiogenic ones. 

The data suggest a crustal origin in the rapakivi granites and charnockites. The 
magmas for the granites and charnockites appear to have been formed by melting of 
metamorphic rocks in response to mafic under plating . 
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RAPAKIVI-LIKE CHARNOCKITES OF THE UMBA COMPLEX ON THE KOLA 
PENINSULA: TWO-STAGE MODEL OF ORIGIN 

VINOGRADOV, A.N. and VINOGRADOVA G.V., Geological Institute, Kola Science 
Centre, Apatity, 184200, USSR 

The intrusive charnockites of southem Kola Peninsula occur as meso- or epizonal 
batholiths and dykes cutting the Archean gneisses of the Belomorian suite. The Umba 
batholith (620 km2) is a multiple intrusion consisting of enderbites, charnockites, garnet
biotite granites and cordierite-sillimanite-garnet-bearing leucogranites. The thickness of 
the body was estimated at 4 km by gravimetrie modeling. It is assumed that the Kolvitsa 
granulite suite underlays the pluton at a depth of 4 to 20 km. 

Charnockites of the second intrusive phase of the Umba complex resemble by their 
appearance wiborgites, but differ from them in composition (see Vinogradova & 
Vinogradov in this book) . On the basis of careful study of xenoliths and xenocrysts in 
charnockites, mineral parageneses of different stages of rock consolidation, and the 
Sr87/Sr86 initial ratio (0.7057 in a whole rock, 0.702-0.706 in apatites), it was suggested 
that the charnockites originated from andesitic magmas contaminated by solid material and 
partial melts during transit of a granulite layer (Vinogradov, Vinogradova 1975; 
Vinogradova, Vladimirov, 1990). A two-stage model of crystallization has been proposed. 
The earliest mineral generation (garnet-hypersthene-magnetite-andesine-orthoclase) had 
formed in a deep-seated reservoir (17 to 22 km) from water-undersaturated melts under 
P=550-600 MPa, T=800-9{)()OC, fo2 =10-7 Pa before the emplacement of intrusions 
up to epizonal level (2 to 4 km) . In the high-level chambers the conditions differed 
markedly: melts were oversaturated with water at P=50 MPa, T=700-7300C, f02 = 
10-1°-10-15 Pa, fp2os=10-1S-10-18 Pa, content of F in fluid increased to 0.01 mol. %. 
The minerals of the earliest generation were unstable in the new environment but most 
were preserved due to the formation of a protective mantle by minerals of the second 
orthomagmatic generation (biotite-quartz-oligoclase). So the rapakivi-like texture in Umba 
charnockites was formed as the result of the two-stage crystallization of intermediate 
magmas in polybaric conditions with abrupt changes of water-saturation and oxygen 
activity during emplacement of intrusions. 

References: 

Vinogradov, A.N. & Vinogradova, G.V., 1975. Geology and petrology of the Umba 
complex of intrusive charnockites and granites. In Batieva, 1.0. (Editor), Intrusive 
charnockites and porphyritic granites of the Kola Peninsula. Apatity, Kola Science 
Centre Press., 3-148 (in Russian) . 

Vinogradova, G.V. & Vladimirov, A.G .. 1990. Xenoliths in intrusive charnockites of the 
Umba Complex (Kola Peninsula). In Vetrin, V.R. (Editor), Deep-seated xenoliths 
and petrogenesis of the intrusive charnockitoids. Apatity, Kola Science Centre Press, 
28-47 (in Russian) . 
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RAPAKIVI-LIKE EARLY PROTEROZOIC INTRUSIVE CHARNOCKITES OF THE 
UM BA COMPLEX ON THE KOLA PENINSULA 

VINOGRADOVA, G.V. and VINOGRADOV, A.N., Geological Institute, Kola Science 
Centre, Apatity, 184200, USSR 

Charnockites similar to wiborgites in some textural respects are widespread in the 
Umba charnockitegranite complex in the southern Kola Peninsula. The charnockites are 
dated at 1.91 Ga (Rb-Sr) or 2.10 Ga (U-Pb, on zircon and monazite). Coarse-grained dark 
greenish-gray porphyritic charnockites are characterized by massive or trachytoid texture. 
When altered they are spotted with 5 to 25 percent (volume) of blue quartz and pink alkali 
feldspar megacrysts ranging in size from lx2 to 5xlO cm2 (mean 1.lx3.6). Oligoclase
myrmekite rims are present around 75 % of the megacysts. About 40% of alkali feldspar 
crystals are mantled. There are inclusions of andesine, quartz, hypersthene and garnet in 
the cores, and chains of biotite crystals in the outer zones of megacrysts . The primary 
alkali feldspar is orthoclase (2V x =60-70°, index of X-ray triclinity L1=0-0.2) with 23 to 
25 mol. % of albite. In the altered spotty charnockites alkali feldspar is microcline-perthite 
(2Vx=76-86°, L1=0.85-0.92) with 10 to 15 mol. % of albite. 

The charnockites differ from rapakivi granites in mineral and chemical composition. 
The charnockites consist of alkali feldspar (5-25 wt. %), plagioclase An2S-46 (34-48), 
quartz (21-35), ferrohypersthene (0.1-5.5), amphibole (1), biotite (9-20), pyrope
almandine garnet (0.1-10), accessory magnetite, ilmenite, pyrite, zircon, xenotime, 
monazite, and apatite. Biotites (eastonite-siderophyllite) have low contents of F (0.5 wt. %) 
and Li (0.01), and Fe/(Fe+Mg) ratios of 0.63 to 0.65. The chemical composition of the 
charnockites is as folIows: Si02 mean 62.20 wt. % (range 59.1-68.3), Ti02 1.07 (0.7-
1.4), Al20 3 15.56 (13.7-16.2), Fe203 1.41 (0.5-2.2), FeO 5.86 (3.7-8.0), MnO 0.10 
(0.03-0.16), MgO 1.93 (0.8-2.4), CaO 3.68 (2.0-4.4), Na20 2.87 (2.0-3.2), K20 
3.16 (1.6-5.0), and P20 S 0.30 (0.24-0.46). The mean.s trace element contents (in ppm) 
are Li 21, Rb 65, Be 2, Sr 300, Ba 800, La 39, Ce 87 , Yb 9, Y 22, Ga 15, Zr 300, Sn 5, 
Pb 16, Ni 26, V 51, and Cr 30. The charnockites are peraluminous and exhibit Fe/Mg 
ratios of 0.54 to 0.77 (mean 0.64) and K/Na ratios of 0.6 to 1.0. They are also strongly 
enriched in the LREE. 
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EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE FOR THE ORIGIN OF RAPAKIVI TEXTURE BY A 
DISSOLUTION- AND DIFFUSION-CONTROLLED MECHANISM 
WARK, DAVID A., Department of Geology, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, 
New York, USA, 12180, and STIMAC, JAMES A., Department of Geology, Queen's 
University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada K7L 3N6. 

Experiments designed to simulate K-feldspar dissolution in the magmatic environment 
produced mantled feldspars that are texturally and compositionally similar to those 
observed in some hybrid volcanic rocks. As discussed by Stimac and Wark (this 
volume), these volcanic rocks share many features with rapakivi granites, possibly 
indicating that their textures originated by a common mechanism. 

In experiments performed at 850°C, 0.8 GPa, orthoclase (Or90) that was juxtaposed 
with hydrous dacite melt (69% Si02) partially dissolved and was "replaced" by a mantle 
of sodic plagioclase (-An30), at a rate proportional to the square root of run duration, 
indicating diffusional controL Although plagioclase nucleated epitaxiallyon the surface 
of orthoclase near the time of initial dissolution, it subsequently grew inward in the form 
of parallel blades toward the more rapidly receding orthoclase dissolution surface. The 
blades are separated from the dissolution surface by high-silica glass. In one long 
duration (11 day) experiment performed at steadily decreasing temperatures 
(8500~750°C), textures were similar to those produced in other runs, but plagioclase 
had coarsened and dissolution had ceased. 

Inward plagioclase growth can be explained in terms of changing compositional 
gradients in a non-convecting "boundary zone" of melt that forms between the original 
orthoclase/dacite interface and the receding orthoclase dissolution surface. This 
boundary zone rapidly and simultaneously gains Na (by diffusion from dacite) and loses 
K (by diffusion into dacite) while approximately maintaining feldspar stoichiometry. Ca 
and Al diffuse more slowly into this zone, from which non-feldspar species are mostly 
excluded. The rate of orthoclase dissolution, controlled largely by the rate of Na-K 
exchange, outpaces the slower inward diffusion of Ca and AL Thus plagioclase is not 
stable in the Na-rich (but Ca-poor) melt adjacent to the orthoclase dissolution surface. 
Closer to the original orthoclase/dacite interface, however, sufficient Ca and Al have 
diffused inward that the melt intersects the plagioclase liquidus surface of the temary 
feldspar system, which serves to model phase relations in the boundary zone. With 
time, Ca and Al compositional gradients step inward, followed by inward plagioclase 
growth. 

In natural systems, a similar mechanism of mantled feldspar growth requires (a) 
shifting P,T, or X to induce K-feldspar dissolution, (b) sufficient Ca and Al in the host 
melt to drive (by diffusion) boundary zone melt compositions toward the An apex of the 
temary feldspar system, and (c) temperatures low enough to stabilize sodic plagioclase 
and to maintain a coherent boundary zone. These requirements are satisfied in natural 
systems when K-feldspar is introduced by mixing to hybrid melts of -dacitic 
composition. 

In addition to explaining the origin of mantled feldspars in many hybrid volcanic 
rocks, this dissolution- and diffusion-controlled mechanism may explain the mantling of 
feldspars in some rapakivi granites, many of which show evidence of magma mixing and 
of K-feldspar resorption. Direct textural evidence of a similar mechanism may be 
obscured in the granites, however, by products of late-stage magmatic and subsolidus 
processes associated with their protracted cooling histories. 
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THE SAO FRANCISCO, SOROCABA AND ITU RAPAKNI COMPLEXES (LATE 
PRECAMBRIAN, STATE OF SAO PAOLO, BRAZIL): GEOLOGICAL, 
PETROGRAPHIC, AND CHEMICAL ASPECTS 

WERNICK, EBERHARD; GODOY, ANTONIO, M.; and GALEMBECK, TAMAR 
M.B., Departamento de Petrologia e Metalogenia, Universidade Estadual Paulista 
(UNESP), Caixa Postal178, 13500 Rio Claro, SP, Brazil 

In S-SE Brazil, surrounding the Parana Basin, two belts of Late Precambrian 
(Brasiliano) anorogenic granite provinces are recognized. 

The first one (Serra do Mar Province) running from the State of Rrio grande do Sul 
to the State of Säo Paulo, comprise mainly hypersolvus peralkaline granites (riebeckite, 
arfvedsonite-aegirine, and perthitic hastingsite granites) together with hypersolvus and 
subsolvus metaluminous and peraluminous varieties as weIl as some rare hornblende
biotite-aegirine-hastingsite-riebeckite syenites. Rb-Sr data reveal ages between 600 and 
500 Ma for the Serra do Mar Province. 

The second (Itu Province) is made up of rapakivi granites concentrated mainly in the 
State of Säo Paolo including the Säo Francisco, Sarocaba, ltu, Serra dos Lopes, Säo 
Miguel Arcanjo, Pilar, Campina do Veago, Sguario, and Correias granites. These 
complexes are intrusive to Lower and Middle Precambrian medium- to high-grade 
metamorphic rocks (Itapira and Amparo groups), late Precambrian low-grade 
metamorphic sequences (Säo Rogue Group), and huge Late Precambrian calc-alkaline 
batholiths. Typical is their association with shear zones linked to the final phases of the 
Brasiliano Cycle which cut different geological domains established during this tecto
metamorphic-orogenic event. Rb-Sr data for this providence are still rare (590± 10 Ma; 
initial 87Sr/86Sr 0.7066±0.0004 for the ltu granite) and some of the bodies display Sn-W 
(Mo) mineralizations. 

The Säo Francisco complex, intrusive to the Säo Rogue Group, is an elongated drop
shaped intrusion trending ENE-WSW, parallel to its tectonic SSE border characterized by 
Pirapora shear zone. It consists of seven intrusive phases mainly of syenogranitic 
composition with minor amounts of monzogranites. By zircon typology, all even-grained 
and porphyritic phases, some of which show rapakivi texture, belong to the K-subalkaline 
series, and are characterized by high K and a dominance of highly evolved and 
peraluminous rocks showing little compositional variation. 

The Sorocaba complex, also intrusive to the Säo Rogue Group, is a worm-like 
smoothly "SN shaped complex with an overall NE-SW trend. Its emplacement was 
controlled by the lundiuvira shear zone. The complex is built up of 11 phases mainly of 
monzogranitic composition with minor amounts of syenogranites, granodiorites, and 
quartz monzonites. By zircon typology, the rocks belong in part to the high temperature 
calc-alkaline series and in part to the K-subalkaline series, both comprising even-grained 
and porphyritic varieties with or without rapakivi texture. The complex has anormal to 
high K nature, shows little highly evolved rock types, exhibits a large compositional 
range, and is predominantly peraluminous. 

The ltu granite, intrusive to the ltapira and Amparo groups is a clustered complex 
made up of four roughly circular centered intrusions, each with several magmatic pulses. 
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It is linked to the ltu shear zone which is a branch of the lundiuvira zone. The complex 
comprises 24 phases mainly of syenogranitic-monzogranitic composition with minor 
amounts of granodiorites and tonalites. By zircon typology, the rocks belong in part to the 
high temperature calc-alkaline series and in part to the K-subalkaline and alkaline series. 
All three series comprise even-grained and porphyritic types but only part of the 
porphyritic varieties from the two last series show rapakivi and antirapakivi textures. 
Chemical data reveals a coexistence of poorly and highly evolved rocks, large 
compositional range, dominance of peraluminous and peralkaline types, and the presence 
of normal and high K20 rocks. 

The different complexes are frozen stages a long evolutionary sequence which, in 
terms of plate tectonics, goes back to a subduction phase that evolved via a collision phase 
to an anorogenic phase characterized by uplift, distension, and large transcurrent 
movements. The sequence of high temperature calc-alkaline series - K-subalkaline series -
alkaline series marks a continuous change in the magma formation conditions. In this 
model attention roust be paid to the high temperature calc-alkaline series which in term of 
regional magmatic zoning along subduction zones has the most distal position with respect 
to the suture, indicating sites of the subsequent intrusion of the K-subalkaline series 
(associated with ceasing subduction) and the alkaline series implying extensional plate 
disruption. According to this model the actual location of the Serra do Mar and ltu 
provinces is explained by the spatial relations of convergence between the Parana, 
Kalahari, Paraguay, Säo Francisco, and Congo plates during the Late Precambrian. In this 
interpretation the eastern part of S-SE Brazil is a microcontinent (Parana plate) situated 
between the converging Paraguay and Kalahari plates and sliced by the angular 
convergence between the Parana, Kalahari, Säo Francisco, and Congo plates. 
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TWO GROUPS OF RAPAKIVI GRANITES AND RELATED "ANOROGENIC" ROCKS: TREIR 
EVOLUTION IN A PLATE TECTONIC FRAMEWORK DU RING TRE FORMATION AND 
DURING TRE BREAKUP OF A SUPERCONTINENT. 

WINDLEY, BRIAN F., Department of Geology, The University, 
Leicester LEI 7RR, U.K. 

A major problem in the past has been that all these Proterozoic 
"anorogenic" rocks were lumped together into one large group, and this 
inevitably led to ideas that the group was caused by a mega-plume 
trace. Rowever, when the rocks are considered more individually with 
respect to the orogenic belts within or against which they occur, then 
they can more reasonably be explained in the light of current ideas of 
extensional and compressional tectonics. There are two groups: 

1760-1540 Ma rapakivi granites and coeval gabbros, anorthosites 
and mafic dykes occur in the Svecofennian and Ketilidian orogens. The 
rapakivi granites are the final culmination of a long history of 
granite formation, ranging from subduction/arc-related plutons; 
thrust-related migmatites and relatively immobile crustal-melt 
granites (water-saturated minimum melts); and vapour-poor, non-minimum 
melt granites (associated with mantle-derived lamprophyre dykes) 
derived by dehydration melting of deep crust leaving a granulite 
residue. All these rocks including the rapakivi granites occur in the 
Rimalayas and Karakoram (Cretaceous-Miocene age). Necessary heat was 
derived by thermal-relaxation of thrust-thickened crust long after 
collisional and post-collisional tectonics. The time-lag (60-250 Ma) 
between the last period of crust-thickening compression tectonics and 
the formation of the rapakivi granites during consequent crustal 
extension and thinning was caused by (1) the long thermal diffusion 
time necessary for internal heat generation; (2) the fact that the 
deep crust had been depleted in LILE during the previous per iods of 
crustal-melt generation. These events took place during the terminal 
stages in the formation of a supercontinent. 

1500-1340 Ma peraluminous granites, rhyolitic ash-fall tuffs, 
anorthosites, and gabbros occur in central. USA and eastern Canada 
either in the foreland to the west of the Grenville orogen or as 
relics within it. They formed in the stretched and thinned 
continental margin of the Grenvillian ocean during the break-up of a 
supercontinent. Subduction of the ocean gave rise to the Grenvillian 
orogen. Reat input for the generation of the "anorogenic" rocks was 
provided by mantle plumes. Modern equivalents border the present-day 
Atlantic (the Tobifera rhyolites of Argentina, and anorthosites and 
peraluminous granites in Niger). 
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PETROGENESIS OF POTASSIC VOLCANICS ASSOCIATED WITH MASSIF RAPA
KIVI GRANITOIDS IN THE PROTEROZOIC RIFT OF BEIJING, CHINA 

YU, JIAN HUA; FU, HUEI QIN; ZHANG, FENG LAN; and WAN, FANG XIAO, 
Beijing Center of Geological Research and Laboratory, No. 24 Huangsi St. 
Deshengmenwai, 100011 Beijing, P.R. China 

Potassic alkali-volcanics are spatially and tempo rally associated with rapakivi granites 
related to the Proterozoic rifting in Beijing area. The rifting was developed in Mid
Proterozoic (1.40-1.85 Ga), yielding rift-type sediments and volcanics . Along a major E
W fault in middle part of the rift, a rapakivi granite massif was intruded into Archean 
gneiss. The volcanics are thicker in the south; they are mainly basaltic and contain many 
sedimentary interbeds. The basaltic and phonolitic rocks, with a thickness ratio of 7:3, 
comprise more than ten effusive cyclothems. Basaltic rocks are abundant in lower part of 
the series and of each cycle, while phonolitic rocks increase upward . Rb-Sr isotopic data 
indicate that the lower part of the volcanics (1.54 Ga, SrI = 0.7045) is similar to the 
mantle-derived anorthosite (1. 68 Ga, SrI = 0.7040); and the upper part (1. 37 Ga, SrI = 
0.7082) is similar to the crust-derived rapakivi granite (1.31 Ga, SrI = 0.7070) . Large 
amount of neck facies of K-rich basaltic volcanic breccias , alkaline gabbro-diabase, and 
syenite porphyry apophyses and dykes were intruded along the NE- and SW-trending 
subordinate faults in the volcanic area. 

All volcanics are rich in K and Fe, and poor in Si and Na. Especially rich in 
potassium are high potash basalt (K20 1.3 to 1.9%), potassic trachybasalt (K20 2.1 to 
8.2%), tephritic phonolite (K20 9.8 to 11.6%), and potassic phonolite (K20 11.7 to 
15.0%) . Basaltic rocks are composed of labradorite (AnS2-An67), sanidine, Ti-augite, Ti
salite, Ti-enstatite, hyalosiderite (Fa33-Fa34), and titanomagnetite (Ti02 22.5 to 23.8%). 
Sanidine (Or% 97.3 to 99.9) makes up 85 to 95% of the K-phonolitic rocks, but no 
feldspathoid variety is found. Many striped or irregular immiscible K-phonolitic 
inclusions are included in the hybrid K-trachybasaltic rocks; metasomatic patches 
containing K-Iabradorite, Na-sanidine, albite, and K-feldspar can be found in it as weil. 
The chemical composition of mixed volcanic rocks varies in a wide range. The trace 
elements distribution of basaltic rocks is similar to the within-plate alkali-basaltic rocks, 
and reflect the same tectonic setting as the WPG-type of K-phonolitic rocks and rapakivi 
granite in a study area. The volcanics are enriched in LREE relative to chondrite and 
show a flat HREE pattern. The Eu anomalies of the basaltic rocks (1.10 to 1.35) and 
phonolitic rocks (0.45 to 0.78) are respectively weaker than those of the plutonic 
anorthosite (1.85) and rapakivi granitoids (0.25 to 0.65). This suggest that the 
differentiation of the volcanics was not so pronounced as that of the plutonic rocks. 

The relationships between bimodal basaltic-anorthositic rocks and phonolitic-rapakivi 
granitic rocks suggest successive melting events in which magma originated in the mantle 
and passed upwards into the crust. Mantle-derived mafic magma caused partial fusion of 
the lower crust producing water-deficient potassie alkalic magma. In the magma eh amber 
immiscibility and fractional crystallization produced separated magmas. As the tensional 
faulting facilitated rapid rise of magmas, rhythmic eruption of K-trachybasaltic and K
phonolitie magmas oecurred and a large amount of mixed volcanie rocks were formed. 
The residual K-rich rapakivi magma with complete fractionation was emplaced in pulses 
forming aseries of hypabyssal rapakivi granite , biotite granite, two-mica topaz-bearing 
granite, alkaline gabbro-diabase , and syenite porphyry. 
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